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Abstract
Parabolic systems are governed by time dependent partia l differential equations. To 
ob ta in  a high sim ulation quality  th a t captures im portan t features of a parabolic 
system  requires solving the governing equation to an  adequate accuracy, which 
necessitates a large sam pling size in the spatial and tem poral dim ensions, and hence 
a large am ount of processing d a ta  and high computing cost. D om ain decomposition 
is an effective m ethod of divide-and-conquer paradigm  th a t divides the problem 
dom ain into several subdom ains, reducing the original problem  into several smaller 
interdependent problems which can be solved in parallel.
In this dissertation, we propose a class of stabilized explicit-im plicit tim e march­
ing (SEITM ) domain decom position algorithm s for parabolic equations. Explicit- 
im plicit tim e marching (EITM ) algorithm s are globally non-iterative nonoverlap­
ping dom ain decomposition m ethods, which, when com pared w ith Schwartz algo­
rithm  based parabolic solvers, are bo th  com putationally and com m unicationally 
efficient for each time step sim ulation but suffer from small tim e step size restric­
tions due to conditional stability . The proposed stabilization techniques in the 
SEITM  algorithms retain the  time-stepwise efficiency in com putation  and com­
m unication of the EITM  algorithm s bu t free the algorithm s from sm all tim e step 
size restrictions, rendering SEITM  algorithm s excellent candidates for large scale 
parallel simulation problems. Three algorithm s of the SEITM  class are presented 
in this dissertation, which are m athem atically  analyzed and experim entally tested 
to  show excellent numerical stability , com putation and com m unication efficiencies, 
and high parallel speedup and  scalability.
V '
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1 Introduction
C om puter sim ulation has become a powerful means of understanding the structure 
and behavior of complex systems, including clim ate and weather forecasting, air 
and w ater pollution managem ent, molecular design for new m aterial and new drugs, 
biochem istry and bioengineering, aerodynamics optim ization of cars and planes, 
design of engines, etc. W ith  the advent of cheaper but more powerful machines, 
com puters can perform realistic "experiments" w ith results comparable to "physical 
experim ents” . Such realistic com puter "experiments” usually involve the solution 
of equation systems on a scale large in both  tim e and space. Thus algorithm s for 
solving large scale problems on advanced machine architecture is increasingly in 
demand.
Many physical, chemical and biological systems studied in science and engi­
neering evolve with time. We call such a  system  an evolutionary system. Thus 
evolutionary systems are governed by time dependent differential equations. To 
numerically simulate an evolutionary system, we need to solve the differential 
equation or equations th a t govern the system. Since these governing equations 
have both  time and space variables, the am ount of sim ulation da ta  is usually very 
large due to the large num ber of sampling points in a  tem poral-spatial grid. W hen 
the spatial domain of the system is irregular it is more challenging to achieve ef­
ficient simulations. Dom ain decomposition [13, 31] is an effective m ethod to solve 
such problems by dividing the spatial problem dom ain into several less irregular 
subdom ains, thus reducing the original problem into several smaller interdependent 
problems on less irregular sub-domains which can be solved in parallel.
1
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1.1 T h e P rob lem
In this dissertation we are interested in dom ain decom position based parallel algo­
rithm s for the simulation of evolutionary systems governed by the in itia l boundary
value problem of the parabolic equation.
*
=  (Q*'(X) f e  +  2 bi(x)u) + c ( x ) u + f ( t , X), xeCl ,  t >  0
’ Bu( t .x)  =  Ub(t, x), x E d O . , t > 0 .  (1-1)
u(0, x) =  u°(x),
where the problem domain Q is a  com pact subset in R fc w ith k =  2 o r 3, and the 
spatial variable x  = (xi)i=l. B  is a  boundary  operator w ith  B  — I  representing 
the Dirichlet boundary condition an d  B  =  representing the N eum ann boundary 
condition, here n  is the normal vector of the boundary d£l. T he functions a, 
and bi are continuously differentiable, and  c and /  are continuous. For notational 
simplicity, we denote the spatial o p e ra to r by .4, namely
Au =  H  ^ 7  (ai(x ) j£ l  +  2bi{x)u) 4- c(x)u.  ( 1.2)
i=i
Then the evolutionary system (1.1) can be concisely w ritten  as
r
u { t , x ) =  Au{t ,  x)  -+- f ( t ,  x),  x € Q .  t >  0 
< B u ( t ,x )  =  Ub(t,x), x E d Q ,  t >  0. (1-3)
u(0,x) =  u°(x),  x e Q .
The system  covers many evolutionary processes including heat transfer, chemical 
convection and diffusion, microbial tran sp o rt [54]. W hen the system  (1.3) repre­
sents a  heat transfer process, the function  c(x) corresponds to heat source a t point 
x  if c(x)  >  0 or sink if c(x) <  0. T he opera to r A  could be indefinite if c(x) >  0 at
2
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some points x.  Here indefinite refers to the s itua tion  th a t A  does not have ellipticity 
and has both  positive and negative eigenvalues. W hen A  is indefinite, the system
(1.3) is unstable and could have solutions w ith exponential grow th for some initial 
conditions. Here an evolutionary system  is called stable [12] if for all in itial condi­
tions and  all bounded boundary conditions, the solution of the  evolutionary system 
stay  unform ly bounded as tim e progresses. This necessitates th a t all eigenvalues 
of the spatial operator m ust be non-positive for a  stable evolutionary system.
The purposes of this dissertation are to propose a  class o f efficient and scalable 
parallel dom ain decom position algorithm s, and to  examine their properties under 
both  m athem atical rigor and  practical experim entation. In order to discuss the 
m athem atics behind the algorithm ical design and experim ental observation, we 
put the problem  in the H ilbert space L'2(Q.) w ith || - || and (•, -) denoting the L 2 
norm and inner product respectively. W ith  the choice of this H ilbert space, we first 
list some properties of the problem  (1.3) which are m athem atical representation of 
im portan t physical properties of tim e dependent systems. These properties, later 
in the dissertation, will be utilized to design and analyze our numerical simulation 
algorithm s.
Much of the knowledge of hum an being is gained through experiments. But 
people learn from experim ents only when the experim ents are repeatable, tha t is, if 
one repeats an experim ent w ith all the conditions being the same, the experiment 
should produce the same result; and when the experim ent conditions have a small 
change, the experim ent outcom e should also has only a  sm all change. This gives 
rise to the concept of well-posedness for an evolutionary system . An evolutionary 
system  is called well-posed if
3
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( i ) for each initial value in the  dom ain of the densely defined spatial operator A,  
there exists a  solution;
(ii) for each solution u ( t .x :u° )  with initial value u°, u ( t 2 + t i , x :u ° )  = u(to.x: u l ), 
where u l =  u ( t i , x ,  y, u°).
(iii) u(t, x ,y ;u°)  continuously depends on u°, i.e. there exists an increasing posi­
tive function M{t)  such th a t ||w(£)|| <  iV/(£)||n°||.
W hen the system (1.3) is well-posed, the solution for initial condition u°(x) can 
be expressed as [26, 49] u ( t , x ) =  etAu°(x),  where etA is a  bounded linear operator 
for each t  >  0 and satisfies e^a+£l ‘̂l =  etiAetlA and ||e£'4 || <  M (t) .  I t is known 
[46] th a t systems satisfying the quasi-dissipative condition are well-posed. A quasi- 
dissipative evolutionary system is such a system th a t its spatia l operator .4 satisfies 
{Av, v) +  {v, Av) < 2cu||'u||2 for all functions u 6 D(A) w ith  v(x)  =  0 a t boundary 
points x E d Q  for some constant ui, where D(A)  denotes the domain of the operator 
.4. W hen the quasi-dissipativity constant cu =  0, the system  is called dissipative. 
For example, when A  is the Laplace operator Yli -4 is negative definite and thus 
dissipative. Using the rule of integrating by parts, it is verifiable th a t the general 
parabolic evolutionary system (1.3) is quasi-dissipative, and the quasi-dissipativity 
constant u> is bounded by max{c(a: ) + ^ 1̂ -1 : orGfi}. Quasi-dissipative systems
include a  large class of evolutionary'- processes, e.g. diffusion, convection and wave 
propagation processes.
To numerically sim ulate the system, it is necessary to  discretize the equation 
spatially  on a discrete sam pling grid Qn with spatial mesh size h =  {hXi)-Ll5 result­
4
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ing in a  spatially discrete evolutionary system
£tuh( t ,x )  =  A huh( t ,x )  +  f ( t , x ) ,  x € Q h, t >  0,
< Bh.uh( t ,x )  =  ut,, x e 3 Q / i , t> 0 ,  (1-4)
uh{ 0 ,x )  = u°(x ), rG fi/,.
The definition of well-posedness and quasi-dissipativity are also valid for the dis­
crete system (1.4). W ith  standard  second order finite difference discretization 
schemes for the elliptic operator .4 (see [3]), the discrete evolutionary system  (1.4) 
retains the quasi-dissipativity condition
(AhV,v)  4- ( v ,A hv) <  2o;||t;||2 for all y € L 2(Q/l) (1.5)
for all spatial mesh size h , where u  =  max{c(x) +  JZiLi ^  : Here the L 2
space on the discrete domain Qh is the finite dimensional space w ith N  being 
the number of grid points in and the inner product (-, •) in L 2(Qh) is defined 
as (u, v) =  u Lv for vectors u , v €
1.2 Considerations in Algorithm Design
The final purpose of all numerical simulations is to arrive at an approxim ate num er­
ical solution within a given error tolerance with the lowest possible com puting time. 
For a parallel sim ulation algorithm  running on multi-processor, distributed memory 
machines with each processor having its own local memory, the to tal com puting 
time comes from two types of operations: com putation operations — arithm etic 
operations of floating point numbers, and communication operations th a t cause the 
transfer of d a ta  among the local memory of different processors. In th is section, 
we list some algorithm ic features th a t affect the com putation and com m unication 
cost of domain decomposition based parallel algorithm s.
5
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1.2.1 Stability
In addition to spatia l discretization, equation (1.4) also needs to be tem porally 
discretized. To discretize (1.4) in time, we can use explicit schemes like the first 
order forward Euler scheme
« r '  =  ( i + A t A ll) u i + o ( ( A t ) 2)
to  compute an approxim ate solution tz£+1 a t tim e step  n +  1 from the already 
com puted approxim ate solution u£ a t time step n.  T he forward Euler scheme 
requires only a  m ultiplication of the m atrix ( T + A t A h) and  the vector uj*. Thus the 
forward Euler scheme is com putationally  efficient for each tim e step calculation, and 
it is also efficiently parallelizable due to the sparsity  of th e  m atrix  4^ . But it has 
a  serious drawback — it is not unconditionally stable and  requires a prohibitively 
small time step size of A t  =  ^  [15, 40] for the scheme to be stab le  for the sim ulation 
of the 3-D heat equation. This obviously necessitates a large num ber of sim ulation 
tim e steps. Like the forward Euler scheme, existing explicit schemes all are not 
unconditionally stable to  the best of our knowledge, and have severe tim e step size 
restriction. Thus high tem poral order explicit scheme have no advantage over the 
first order forward E uler scheme in the reduction of sim ulation tim e steps due to 
th is time step size restriction.
To have freedom from  tim e step size restrictions, im plicit schemes like the first 
order backward Euler scheme
( / - A f 4 K +1 =  «/, +  0 ((A f)2)
6
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or second order Crank-Nicolson scheme
( /  -  % A k)ul* 1 =  (I  +  f 4 )« ; +  0 ((A «f) ( 1.6 )
can be used to approxim ate the spatially  discretized problem  (1.4) temporal!}'. 
Both the back Euler scheme and the Crank-Nicolson scheme require solving an 
elliptic equation of the form
It is much more com putationally expensive to solve the above equation than to 
perform  the m atrix-vector m ultiplication in the forward Euler scheme. And the 
parallelization of an solver for equation (1.7) is also much more com m unicationally 
costly than  to parallelize a m atrix-vector product.
The Schwartz alternating algorithm s [8 , 9. 10, 13, 22, 27, 31, 32, 56, 57] are 
globally iterative dom ain decomposition procedures for solving elliptic problems 
with dom ain decomposition based m atrix  splittings to enhance parallelism  and 
localized trea tm en t of irregular geometries. Here the term  “globally” refers to the 
part of a solution process tha t is carried over the entire problem dom ain as opposed 
to solution processes for subdomain problem s which could be either iterative or 
direct. Combined w ith multigrid technique using two grid levels, the Schwartz 
algorithm s can achieve a  good global convergence rate  independent of spatia l mesh 
size [8]. For parabolic evolutionary systems, after implicit tem poral discretization, 
a  sequence of elliptic equations of the form (1.7) need to be solved, so the Schwartz 
algorithm s can be used in the parallel sim ulation of parabolic system s by solving 
the elliptic equation (1.7) in parallel. Cai [6 , 7] used the Schwartz in th is m anner
( /  -  T A h)uh =  r. (1.7)
7
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to solve parabolic problems. Since the Schwartz algorithm s are solvers for the 
elliptic equation (1.7) resulted from tem poral discretization, it has an advantage in 
preserving the unconditional stability of im plicit tem poral discretizations as long 
as the Schwartz solver iterates until the solution error becomes small enough to 
have no influence on the stability  of the tem poral schemes.
1.2.2 O verlapping or N onoverlapping
The efficiency of a parallel algorithms are determ ined by com putation  and commu­
nication efficiencies of the algorithms. T he com putation  efficiency is determined 
by the num ber of floating points operations the algorithm  executes for problems 
of given input sizes, and the communication efficiency, in addition to machine 
dependent factors like d a ta  transferring rate  and transm ission s ta rtu p  overhead, 
depends on the num ber of d a ta  transmission operations and the am ount of da ta  
transferred in each transm ission operation. But since com m unication operations 
are much more tim e consuming per byte than  com putation  operations, it is impor­
tan t for parallel algorithm s to keep a calculated balance between com putation and 
com m unication.
Schwartz algorithm s can be classified into overlapping and nonoverlapping ac­
cording to whether the subdomains overlap. If different subdom ains are assigned 
to different processors, obviously overlapping algorithm s have much larger com­
m unication cost for each iteration since the d a ta  on th e  overlapping area need to 
be transm itted  between the processors assigned to the  subdom ains th a t cover the 
overlapping area. However, if an overlapping algorithm s has much “faster” con­
vergence and requires m any fewer iterations for solving the elliptic equation (1.7)
8
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when com pared w ith a nonoverlapping algorithm , the high per-iteration commu­
nication cost m ight possibly be com pensated by the fast convergence. But how 
many iterations an overlapping algorithm  need to reduce in order to make itself a 
com petitive one against nonoverlapping algorithm s is not very easy to determ ine. 
It depends on the size of overlap area, the natu re  of the problem  th a t affects the 
convergence rate, and the machine on which the code of the algorithm  is running. 
For evolutionary systems, only considering the convergence rate  of an iterative 
solver for the equation (1.7) is not enough since there is ano ther convergence th a t 
affects the overall com putation and com m unication cost considerably — the con­
vergence with respect to the tem poral approxim ation. This makes the decision of 
choosing overlapping or nonoverlapping, or the optim al (or a  near-optim al) degree 
of overlapping a difficult and program m ably com plicated process.
1.2.3 G lobally  Iterative or N on iterative
One solution to this decision problem of choosing an overlapping size is to fix the 
num ber of iterations a t each time step and then  determ ine an appropriate size of 
overlapping. An example of this approach is K uznetsov’s one-iteration overlapping 
Schwartz algorithm  [34] for the solution of the elliptic equation (1.7) obtained 
from an im plicit tem poral discretization of parabolic problems. Kuznetsov’s elliptic 
solver has a good stability condition, but requires an overlap size of 0 (\/x£loge) 
for an local error tolerance of 0 (e). W ith  an 0 ( h 2) spatia l discretization, the 
Crank-Nicolson scheme (1.6) has a local truncation  error of 0 ( A t  h2+ A t 3). Thus, 
Kuznetsov’s algorithm  requires an overlap size o f 0 (\/M o g (/z3)) to reach a  local 
accuracy of 0 ( h 3) w ith  At  =  h.
9
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Similar to the decision of choosing a degree of overlapping, the choice between 
global iterative and noniterative algorithm s also requires careful weighing of their 
respective advantages and disadvantages. A nd these advantages and disadvantages 
m ust be considered together w ith o ther concerns like overlapping and stability. For 
general parabolic evolutionary equations, the tem porally  discretized equation (1.7) 
is usually not separable and  efficient noniterative elliptic solvers like the FFT  based 
direct method [29] are not applicable. For nonseparable elliptic equations, iterative 
m ethods usually are more efficient than  direct m ethods to reach an accuracy of the 
same order as the truncation  error. However, global itera tive algorithms incur 
repeated da ta  transm ission am ong processors.
For parabolic evolutionary problems, the solutions of the  elliptic equation (1.7) 
are tem porally related by the tem porally nondiscretized equation  (1.4). Thus good 
initial guess of the solution of (1.7) can be constructed using efficient predicting 
procedures like explicit schemes. If we can reduce some, if no t all, of the instability 
causing factors in the explicit schemes with one or two iterations, we might obtain 
an algorithm  th a t is tim e-stepwisely more efficient than th e  implicit schemes but 
numerically more stab le  than  the explicit schemes. Such considerations are the 
sta rtin g  points of our algorithm  design strategy.
1.3 Existing Globally N oniterative Algorithm s
In the section, we briefly describe some existing globally non-iterative (or one- 
iteration) dom ain decom position algorithm s.
10
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1.3.1 An Overlapping Algorithm
In 1998. M athew, Polyakov, Russo and W ang [47] gave an overlapping algorithm  
w ithout the large overlap size requirem ent as in Kuznetsov's algorithm  [34]. This 
algorithm  of M athew et al. uses the decomposed dom ain to construct a  partition  of 
unity which consists of non-negative sm ooth functions with each subdom ain being 
associated w ith a member function. Each m em ber function of the p artition  of unity 
is supported  on and vanishes outside the subdom ain it is associated w ith. Then a 
sp litting  of the spatial operator .4 into
Ah =  Ai +  A i  +  • • • +  A p (1-8)
is constructed using the member functions th a t make up the partition  of unity. Af­
te r sp litting  of the operator, they tem porally  discretize the equation using Douglas’ 
m ulti-dim ensional ADI m ethod [19]
Un+1 =  . . .  ( / _ M Ap) - i ( / + M Ap) . . .  ( / + M A l K )  ( 1.9)
with the directional components of the operator A in Douglas’ original ADI m ethod 
replaced by the components in the operator sp litting  (1.8). W hen com pared with 
Kuznetsov’s algorithm , the algorithm  of M athew et al. is not subject to a large 
overlap size requirem ent because they used the partition  of unit to form an exact 
sp litting of A while Kuznetsov’s algorithm  uses an operator sp litting  which is only 
approxim ate in the sense th a t
A h  ~  A i  - f -  A ‘2  +  • • • +  A p .
Kuznetsov utilized the property th a t the  entries in the m atrix  ( I  — tA h )~ l decay 
rapidly when the positions of these entries are far away from the diagonal, so
11
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for entries fax away from the diagonal are in fact dropped from ( /  — tAh ) - 1 with 
Kuznetsov’s splitting.
Mathew. Polyakov, Russo and Wang’s construction of the operator splitting 
through smooth, com pactly supported member functions of the partition of unity 
has another advantage, th a t is the elimination of the  requirement of predicting 
interface boundary conditions for the inverting operations in the ADI solving (1.9). 
This is due to the property th a t each member function of the partition of unity 
vanishes at the boundary of the subdomain with which it is associated. Since 
ADI has a second order tem poral accuracy, this dom ain decomposition algorithm 
has an 0 ((A t)3) local tem poral accuracy. However, ju s t like the original m ulti­
dimensional ADI m ethod, it loses unconditional stab ility  when the operator is split 
into more than two non-com mutative components. Thus the stability suffers when 
the number of subdom ains is large.
1.3.2 N onoverlapping D om ain D ecom position  A lgorithm s
Since non-overlapping algorithm s have low com m unication cost for each time step, 
they are appealing for large problems on massively parallel machines. In the fol­
lowing, we list some non-overlapping domain decom position algorithms th a t are 
not of the type of explicit-im plicit time marching (EITM ). The EITM algorithms 
will be briefly described in the section that follows.
In 1991, Dryja [21] proposed a one-iteration finite elem ent solver for the elliptic 
equation
( /  -  % A h)v£+l =  ( f  +  % A h)ul  (1-10)
resulted from the Crank-Nicolson temporal discretization. In this algorithm, Dryja
12
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uses a red-black ordering of the subdom ains and divide the subdom ains into two 
groups and f22. T he equation (1.10) is then solved a lternate ly  on the two groups
of the subdom ains as in the following.
re 4-1/2 n n4-1/2 , nI  '  —.1/ "  I t  ‘ 4 -1/"uh uj i uh "HitA— = Ah-*—5— *■, on n l5
( 1 . 1 1 ) 
Ti4-l/2 j i on S2*>7
i , n + l  . .'H - i/2  „ r H -l , , , ^ 1 / 2=  Aft ft T. ft , on Q2,Ai ( 1 . 12)
< +l =  « r 1/2. on n , .
Thus from a tem poral discretization point of view. D ry ja’s solver is a  fractional 
step method. W hen viewed as an elliptic solver, it is a one-iteration  m ultiplicative 
Schwartz algorithm . From (1.11) and (1-12) it can be easily derived th a t the 
algorithm  is representable as
< + l =  (I -  f A 2) ~ \ I  +  f A 2)(I -  f A ^ I  +  f A J u l ,
where .4t and A2 are the  restrictions of the m atrix .4^ on and Q2 respectively. 
W ith the above representation, it is imm ediately seen th a t th is algorithm  is un­
conditionally stab le  since for each i =  1, 2,
| | ( / - f  A -)" l ( / + f A - ) l l  < e “At
for some norm  || • |j. However, as D ryja himself pointed out, th is algorithm  has a 
large global error of order 0 ( y / A t  +  h) when At  is proportional to h.
An algorithm  w ith  b e tte r  global error was proposed by Laevsky [35] for the 
entire domain decom posed into two subdom ains and fi2. His algorithm  uses the
13
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G alerkin m ethod for the elliptic ADI-solver of the Crank-Nicolson scheme
=  a i Ut i /2 + a 2u i * \
where .4L and A 2 are the restrictions of the m atrix  Ah on fii and f l 2 respectively. 
The global error of this algorithm  is of order 0 { h  + (A t)2 +  p( 1 -I- p ) 1̂ 2) with 
p =  (At)2/h .  However the term  p( 1 -F p ) 1̂ 2 has placed a restriction on the ratio  of 
the At and h.
T he ADI scheme can be shown to  be conditionally stable. T he unconditional 
stab ility  of ADI scheme does not hold in general (see [67]). However th e  ADI scheme 
w ith two sp litting  components is proven to satisfy the unconditional Von Neumann 
stab ility  condition and also proven to be unconditionally convergent [67], However 
when the operator is split into more th an  two non-com mutative com ponents, the 
ADI scheme lose unconditional Von N eum ann stability  (also m entioned in [37] for 
the unstability) and requires the tim e step size to be of At =  O(hr)  for the multi- 
com ponent ADI scheme to converge. Thus when the entire dom ain is decomposed 
into more than  two subregions, Laevsky’s algorithm  (1.13) not only shall lose its 
good stability  condition, the term  p( 1 +  p )1//2 will enlarge its global error to order 
0 (1) as well.
A nother algorithm  of Laevsky [38] th a t is unconditionally convergent is a mod­
ification of the aforementioned D ry ja’s algorithm  w ith a boundary trea tm en t. This 
algorithm  has a  global error of 0(A £ -+- h).
14
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1.3.3 Explicit-implicit Time Marching Algorithms
One reason for the low accuracy of the non-overlapping algorithm s mentioned in the 
previous section is due to the lack of an adequately accurate boundary condition at 
the subdom ain boundary points which are inside the  entire problem domain. For 
instance, in D ryja’s algorithm  (1.11)-(1.12) and in Laevsky’s algorithm  (1.13), both 
the interm ediate solution and the solution have no available information
for the interior boundary condition. An obvious solution is to use to provide 
the interior boundary condition for u^+l^2 and u£’r1 2̂ for v%+l. This obviously 
introduces errors into the sim ulation process.
Explicit-im plicit algorithm s have solved the problem  of the availability of in­
terior boundary conditions. In 1988, Kuznetsov [34] proposed an explicit-implicit 
scheme using a nonoverlapping domain decomposition. The boundary value of 
< +l on the interior boundary of the subdomains is first predicted using an explicit 
method. Then stable im plicit tem poral discretization scheme can be applied to the 
equation on the subdom ains and the resulted elliptic equation on each subdomain 
can be solved independently using the predicted interface boundary conditions to­
gether with the exterior boundary conditions. W hen the forward Euler scheme is 
used as the interface boundary condition predictor and the backward Euler scheme 
is used for the tem poral discretization of the equation (1.3) on the subdomains, the 
explicit-implicit m ethod can be represented as
u£+I =  ( /  — A t A 2)~l ( I  +  A£.4x)u£, (1-14)
where Ax denotes the restriction of .4/, on the interface boundary and .42 the re­
striction of Ah on the complement of interface boundary in the entire domain.
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However, the  explicit predictor of the interface boundary condition causes numer­
ical instability  unless the the time step size is restricted to A t  =  0 ( h 2).
q 2 Dp-1
Figure 1
Dawson, Du and Dupont [18] proposed an alternative explicit-im plicit algorithm  
in which the interface boundary condition predictor ( I + At Ay) in (1.14) is factorized 
into
( /  -I- t-4i) =  ( I  — tA i )  l ( /  +  £-4*)
for a dom ain decomposed as in Figure 1, where A f  denote the x-directional differ­
entiation com ponent of the operator A i ,  and A \  the y-directional differentiation 
component. A fter the prediction of interface boundary conditions, the implicit 
backward Euler temporal scheme ( /  — AtAh)u%+l =  u£ is applied to  the system
(1.3) on the subdomains, which can be solved independently on each subdom ain. 
Thus, Dawson, Du and D upont’s algorithm  can be expressed as
unh+l =  {I -  A t A 2) ~ \ I  -  AtAX)~l {I  + A tA *)u l  (1.15)
Using a wider spatial mesh H  > h in the x-direction for the predictor, the time step 
size is restricted to A£ =  0 ( H 2) instead of At — 0 { h 2). Subject to the restriction 
At  < H 2/ 2 for the 2-D heat equation, the global error of their algorithm  is of 
0 ( h 2+ A t + A t H + H 3). Thus taking H  — the tim e step restriction is only At  =  
tt-p- for the algorithm  (1.15) but w ith a good global error of 0 ( h 2 + A t  +  h2/3At).
16
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A penalized explicit-im plicit algorithm  proposed by Black [1] has remedied the  
stab ility  related tim e step  size restriction of the EITM  algorithm s, and achieved 
numerically verified unconditional stability. In her algorithm , Black [1] employed 
a Du Fort-Frankel scheme as the explicit predictor. T he  Du Fort-Frankel scheme 
contains a penalty term , which, in a  fashion sim ilar to w hat Funaro did in [24]. 
penalizes the unsm oothness of the solution across the interface boundary. This 
penalized Du Fort-Frankel scheme achieves good num erical unconditional stability, 
however it introduces an  error term  of O(jf-)2 for the  heat equation, m aking the 
algorithm  inconsistent unless A t / h —t 0. Thus consistency comes only after paying 
a price of restricting tim e step  size to an  order of 0 ( h z/2) to achieve a first order 
tem poral accuracy, a restriction quantitatively sim ilar to, though qualitatively dif­
ferent from, the restriction on the algorithm  of Dawson, Du and Dupont. Though 
not explicitly given in her paper, Black’s algorithm  is supposed to have a global 
error of O (hr 4- At  +  ( x ) 2)-
From all publications known to the author, Dawson, Du and D upont’s al­
gorithm  and Black’s algorithm  have the highest accuracy am ong existing glob­
ally non-iterative, non-overlapping dom ain decom position algorithm s for parabolic 
problems. There are o ther papers by Laevsky and his colleagues [36, 37] on explicit- 
im plicit algorithms, bu t uncondiitonal stability is not a tta in ed  and the global errors 
are 0 ( h  + At) or even larger.
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1.4 O u tlin e  o f  th e D isser ta tio n
To elim inate the stability or consistency related time step size restrictions of the 
EITM  algorithm s, in this d isserta tion  we propose a  class of stabilized explicit- 
im plicit tim e m arching (SEITM) dom ain decomposition algorithm s. Together with 
a generic parallel SEITM algorithm  w ith the choice of the predictor, subdomain 
scheme and  the stabilizer open to the algorithm  implementors and users, in Chapter 
2 we present three specific algorithm s of this SEITM class. O ne (denoted SEITM l) 
is the stabilization of the algorithm  (1.14) with the backward Euler scheme as the 
stabilizer. A nother (SEITM2) is the stabilization of Dawson, Du and Dupont’s 
algorithm  (1.15) by a stabilizer designed for the predictor. The th ird  (SEITM3) 
differs from SE IT M l in th a t the subdom ain temporal discretization scheme is an 
approxim ate directional factorization of the backward Euler, which retains the same 
tem poral accuracy but has reduced the com putation com plexity of the subdomain 
solver to 0 ( N ) for each tim e step for a  spatial dom ain of N  grid points. This 
linear com plexity of the SEITM3 algorithm  also holds for non-selfadjoint problems 
whose spatially  discretized operato r .4^ are nonsymmetric m atrices. In Chapter 2 
also have shown th a t the stabilization technique proposed in this dissertation not 
only unconditionally stabilizes the  EITM  algorithms and frees the EITM  methods 
from tim e step size restrictions, b u t also does not affect the accuracy of the spatial 
discretization. More im portantly  for parallel computing, the stab ilization  adds zero 
com m unication cost and very low com putation cost to the EITM  algorithm s, yield­
ing excellent parallel speedup and  scalability confirmed by testings (in Chapter 4) 
on SGI Origin 2000 computers.
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Two of the algorithms (SEITM l and SEITM2) require solving elliptic equations 
of the form ( /  — tA ^ u =  r  on the subdomains. Since the  proposed stabilization 
does not have an adverse effect on the spatial discretization accuracy, in order to be 
able to  experim entally verify the preservation of the spatia l accuracy of the SEITM 
algorithm , in Chapter 3 we develop several high order solvers for the generalized 
Helmholtz equation —A u + f ( x ,  y )u  =  r, which arises when the evolutionary system 
(1.1) has a  heat source/sink term  c(x).
In C hapter 4 we carry out numerical experiments of the three SEITM algorithms 
on several testing problems, including several convection-diffusion problems and an 
unstable convection-diffusion problems with an indefinite spatia l operator. We also 
have combined a high order elliptic solver presented in C hap ter 3 with the SEITM l 
algorithm , and applied the spatially  high order SE IT M l algorithm  to a testing- 
problem. We have used the m easured experimental d a ta  to  examine the stability, 
parallel speedup and efficiency of the SEITM algorithms, as well as the effectivenss 
of the spatial accuracy preservation. Summarizing remarks of the dissertation are 
given in C hapter 5.
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2 The Domain Decomposition Algorithms
2.1 A G eneric Parallel Domain D ecom position Algorithm
The entire dom ain  Q is divided into p  subdom ains fix, Qa? * • *» Qp (e.g. as in 
figure below) w ith  interface boundaries denoted by T. The complement of the 
interface boundary  is the subdomains whose union is denoted by Tc, namely. Tc =  
fix U fi2 U * • • U fip , and  then  fi =  f  U f c. W ith  th is decom position of the original
Cl‘2 Qp-l n p
Figure 2
non-discrete dom ain  fi, we define the partition ing  of the discrete domain Qh simply 
by inheriting the p a rtitio n in g  of the original non-discrete domain:
r
fi/M =  for z' =  l ,  2 , p,
< Fft =  Qh n r, 
=  n h n r c.
We denote the in terface boundary between subdom ains and Qj by r,-j for i < j  
(T ij  could be an  em pty  set), and denote the i-th  processor by p*-. Now a generic 
parallel dom ain decom position algorithm (SEITM ) for com puting the solution u£+L 
a t the (n -t-l)-th  tim e  step from the current n -th  tim e step is given below.
The Parallel S E IT M  A lgorithm
0. Assign subdomain Qi and interface boundary T i j  to p*.
20
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1. Compute at T/! using an explicit scheme. Then pass from pt- to pj  the newly 
predicted ujf4 on r,-j.
These com puted d a ta  provide the interface boundary conditions.
2. Compute v%+l on the subdomains T£ using any unconditionally stable scheme 
with the interface boundary conditions computed at step 1 as boundary condi­
tions. Then pass part o f the just computed data of ufl+l on the subdomain from 
pj  to pi for the stabilization operation at the next step.
Using any unconditionally stable tem poral scheme results in an elliptic equa­
tion  to be solved. The solution of the elliptic equation can be carried out 
m utually  independently on the subdom ains and thus in parallel.
3. Throw away the interface boundary condition computed at step 1, and bring back 
u n on Tft. Then implicitly re-compute u£+1 on r \ ,  using solution data u£+1 on 
T£ nearby as boundary conditions.
Go back to step 1 for the next time step iteration.
In s tep  1 of the algorithm, we do not pass any part of u n from pj to pt before 
the explicit com putation of the interface boundary condition (IBC) u"+ l. The 
com putation  of the IBC does need those data . However since processor already 
received them  from pj a t step 2 of the previous time step and no update  has been 
perform ed on the d a ta  on the subdom ains, no d a ta  transfer is necessary.
On the o ther hand, for any explicit-im plicit domain decom position method 
the two d a ta  transfer operations in the  first two steps are necessary for predict­
ing the interface boundary condition and  for implicitly com puting the solution on 
the neighboring subdomain assigned to  another processor. Thus com pared with
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explicit-implicit dom ain decomposition algorithm s, the SEITM  algorithm has no 
extra communication cost as the following theorem states.
T h e o re m  2.1 The stabilization (step 3) employed in the parallel S E IT M  algorithm 
to stabilize the explicitly predicted interface boundary condition adds zero commu­
nication cost to the parallel E IT M  algorithm.
Furthermore, using any m ethod (including the explicit forward Euler temporal 
discretization which requires only one m atrix-vector m ultiplication for each time 
step), it needs solution d a ta  from nearby to com pute the solution on the inter­
face boundary. This incurs one d a ta  transferring operation. And to compute the 
solution near the interface boundary also incurs one d a ta  transferring operation. 
Thus time-stepwisely, the minimal number of d a ta  transferring operations is two 
for any parallel algorithm  using any temporal discretization scheme. Therefore, we 
have arrived at the following conclusion concerning the com m unication cost of the 
parallel SEITM m ethods.
T h e o re m  2.2 The parallel S E IT M  algorithm is optimal in terms o f number of  
data transferring operations fo r  each time step.
W hen the domain is decomposed as in Figures 2 o r 3 where the interface bound­
aries do not cross into each other, the two da ta  transferring  operations for are 
carried out by p —1 processors simultaneously with alm ost equal load. For general 
dom ain partitioning strategies, we leave the interface boundary treatm ent to a fu­
ture project [68], and concentrate on the discussion of the proposed stabilization 
technique for EITM algorithm s in this dissertation. Now for the domain partition-
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Figure 3
ing we are considering, the to tal com m unication time of each tim e step satisfies
Tcomm< 2 a ^ - + P ,  (2.1)
p - 1
where a  is some system dependent d a ta  transfer rate, /? is the communication 
s tartup  overhead, and iYp denotes the num ber of grid points on the interface bound­
aries.
The com putation cost of the stabilization process of the SEITM  algorithm  is 
proportional to the number of grid points jVr  on the interface boundary  Th- But 
since N r  is much smaller than  the to ta l num ber of grid points (denoted by N ),  the 
com putation overhead of the stabilization is very small and negligible. Assume the 
function of com putation cost bound for the predictor, the subdom ain solver and 
the stabilizer are the same and denoted by p. Then the to tal com putation cost 
at each tim e step is the sum of the prediction time p  the  subdom ain solver
time 0 ( 'v~jVr) and the stabilization tim e 4> yielding
Tcmp =  2^ )  +  . (2-2)
C om putation cost functions usually increase faster than linearly or a t least linearly,
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which means
r
<f>(n) >  P 0 ( f ) ,
KpJ (2.3)
0 (n) > 4>{n—n') +  f { n ') ,
for n' < n. Then the parallel speedup, defined as single processor execution tim e
Ti over parallel execution tim e Tp, can be estim ated  from (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3) as
follows.
Sp =  T i /T p =  Ty/{Tcomp -+- T c o m m )
<f>(N)
>
U i p i )  + +  2 a %  +  f!
M N )
— 2(t>(Ny) , o Nr , a
p - 1  'r  p  p - 1  V
_  __________P 0 (AQ___________
0 (Ar) +  ^ T[2aiVr +/?+^(ATr )] '
And the corresponding efficiency, defined as speedup over num ber of processors, is
E  = __________ < m ) ____________
p 0 (iV) +  ^j-[2o;Arr+^+d>(iVp)]
As analyzed above, the SEITM m ethods are com putationally  and communi- 
cationally efficient for each time step. If they fu rther has good stability to free 
themselves from excessively small time step size restriction , the time-stepwisely 
efficient SEITM will possess great potential for large sim ulation problems on dis­
tribu ted  memory architecture machines. In next three sections, we shall present 
three specific SEITM  algorithm s where the stabilizers stabilize the respective in­
terface boundary condition predictors.
2.2 The Stabilized Forward-backward Euler Algorithm
The SEITM algorithm  given in the previous Section is generic and allows people 
many choices for the explicit predictor in step 1, the  subdom ain scheme in step
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2, and the stabilizer in step 3. S tartin g  from this section, we shall present three 
SEITM  algorithm s with different choices for the interface boundary  condition pre­
dictor, the subdomain tem poral discretization scheme and th e  im plicit stabilizer 
for the interface boundary condition so th a t the resultant algorithm s could have 
good stab ility  conditions.
Before we present the algorithm s, we would like to  make precise the  meaning 
of the notations to be used in the  algorithm s. We use Bh =  dQ  to  denote the 
set of exterior boundary points. Let the solution u% a t tim e step  n  be a vector in 
L2(f2/j) which vanishes on Bh, where L 2(Qh) is defined a t the end of Section 1.1. We 
use u% and f n to denote the ex terior boundary condition and the heat sink-source 
term  f ( t , x ) in (1.3) a t tim e step  n , w ith v% being a vector in L 2{Q.h) supported 
on Bh, and vanishes on the grid  points indside the domain, and  f n € L 2(Q.h)- The 
square m atrix  A h is the discrete spatia l operator on L 2(Qh) which keeps the entries 
corresponding to boundary grid points invariant, th a t is XBhAhU% = X Biu%. where 
Xs  is a diagonal m atrix  w ith 1 on the positions corresponding to the grid points in 
the subset 5 c Q a  and 0 elsewhere. We use I  denotes the identity  m atrix  on L 2(Q.h)- 
W ith  these notations we are ready  to present, in this section, the sim plest SEITM 
algorithm  together w ith rigorous stability, accuracy and convergence analysis.
For the first step of the SEITM  algorithm , we choose the forward Euler scheme 
as the explicit interface boundary condition predictor. Thus the  explicit predictor 
predictor is m athem atically representable as
=  * r fc[ ( /+ A M fc)(ug+ u£) +  A */n],
(2.4)
=  Xr c U%.
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We choose the backward Euler scheme to discretize the equation (1.3) on the 
subdomains, ob taining
Xrc ( / - A i A ft)(XretXft'r2/3+ X r/kMft+1/3+ < +1) =  [u£ +  A£/n+1],
(2.5)
v  n  4 - 2 / 3  v  n - H / 3
X Th U h =  K U h
where the term s XVh zq*"rl/3 and u£+l on the left hand side serve as boundary 
conditions for the equation on the subdomains
In the stab ilization  process the predicted interface boundary condition XTh 
is thrown away and Xrhv% is brought back, and then  the backward Euler scheme 
is used for the stabilization, so it has the representation
'̂ r,. ( 7 —A f4 /1)(*r,,U A +1+  w^+2/3 +  u£+1) =  * r h [u% +  A i / nTl]. ^  ^
.Yr; < +1 =  X r ; < +2/3.
We call the algorithm  given by (2.4)-(2.5)-(2.6) the SE IT M l algorithm.
Now we derive the tem poral error of the SE IT M l algorithm . Let Uh{t) denote 
the true solution of the spatially discretized problem (1.4). For n £  N , let e," =  
u ^ n A t)  —u%. Then eft is the temporal error of the com puted solution We have 
the following result concerning the tem poral error of solution computed using the 
SEITM l algorithm .
T h e o re m  2.3 The temporal error satisfies
e; +1 =  ( / - A t . 4 , ) - 1 [X r^+X rj ( / - A M 2) - l ( / - A f A ,) ]  + 0  ((A i)2) . (2.7)
where Ai Ah and A 2 Ah, and.
0 ((A t)2) =  M i ( / - A f 4 0 - ‘ [(7-Ai.42)-‘ ]
fo r  some £ l5 G [£„, £n+i]-
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Proof: For notational simplicity, let nA i =  tn for all n  G N . We introduce two
notations
/
eA+1/3 =  [«ft(*n+i)+ ma(Ai)] -  u ^ +l/3,
£ n + 2 / 3  _  U h ( t n + l ) -  u l + 2 / 3 .
We prove the theorem  in three steps by proving the following three equations.
( i ) e l * 1'3 = ( I  + A tA ^ e n  +  * r .
(ii) ( I - A t A 2)e l*2' 3 =  e"*1' 3 -  ±(Ai f  Xr; )
(iii) (I-AtAJel*' =Xn e l +  X^el*2'3 -  i(A t f  Xr
( i ) .  We sta rt by establishing the relation between and e£. Since Xrc
i X - l / 3   V
uh — ^rchuln
eh — uh.V‘n+l) ^h.
=  x rh [uh{tn+ 1) -  u£+1/3]+  XVc [uh{tn) -  ul] (2-8)
=  [^/i(^n+i) — «a+1/3]+  * r i  e7i-
Using Taylor’s expansion, we have th a t
uh{tn+1) =  {I  +  AL4/l)[u/l(in) +  n£] 4- At j n 4- (2-9)
for some E [tn , £n+i]- Then using (2.4) and (2.9), from (2.8) we obtain
el*1'3 = Xr^ r  + AtA,)[a^t„)-ul] + Xn el + ^ A t f X rh< ^ l  
=  Xr„ ( /  +  A t A k)eZ +  Xr . e,“ +  ±(Ai)2
2
Since ^ r A= ^-rA and XVhXVc =  0, from the above equation we ob ta in
el*1'3 = XrJ /  + A(Xr/t^ )e ft+X r, ( /  + AtXriAft)e(, +  i(4i)'2Xr,£^ Sd
=  ( /  +  A fX rA.4 * K  +  i ( A i f X r i £ ^ iS !i.
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Since At =XThAfl, the  above equation becomes
e T l/3 =  ( /  +  AfAt)efc +  ^  (2-10)
(i i). Then vve establish the equation re la tin g e ^ 3 and e^ 3. Since Xrcun+1/3 = ^ r c 
un and XVhuT̂ r2^3 = Xrhu£+l^3, the subdom ain scheme (2.5) implies that
Xrc ( / - A i A A) [ w r 2/3+ < +L] =  X r i (unh+l/3 + A t r + l ). (2-11)
Using Taylor expansion we obtain
( I  -  A l / U J M W .)  +  < +1] =  «»(«„) +  A i/" + ‘ -  (2.12)
for some [in,^n+ij- Thus from (2.11) and (2.12) it follows that
x r j ( 7 - A t .4 A) K ( t „ + 1) - « r 2/3] =  * n  [ u * ( t « ) - « r ,/3 - 5 ( ^ ) 2 £ ^ ]
=  Xrj [e»+‘/» -  i (A l)2^ ) ,
which means th a t
Xrc ( /  -  A£A2)e£+2/3 = XVc [e«+i/3 -  I (A t)2^ ^ ] .  (2-13)
On the other hand, since XVh u ^ ^ 3 = XVhu ^ r l^3 we have th a t
Xr* ( /  -  AtA 2)enh+2/3 =  XVk ( I - A t A 2)[afl(tn+l) -  u T 2/3]
=  AfA2)[u/l(£Tl+l) — u£+l/3]
=  'Yr k [ « A ( W i ) - C 1/3l
  V (on + l / 3— e/t
Com bining with (2.13), the above equation produces
(.I - M A 2)e l+2/3 =  en+L/3 -  |( A t )2 Xrc (2-14)
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(iii). Now we establish the equation relating e£+I to e£"r2'/3 and  e \.  From (2.6) we
obtain XVh ( /  — AL4/t)[ii^'rl 4 -w£+l] =X-rh [“ £ + A£/n+l], which, together with the 
Taylor expansion (2.12), implies
The SE IT M l algorithm  is proven in [67] to be unconditionally Von Neumann 
stable and unconditionally convergent when the spatially discrete system  (1.4) is 
dissipative. Now we extend the result to the general case w ithout dissipativity 
assum ption.
T h e o re m  2 .4  Let G (A t,h )  denote the error amplification m atrix  o f the S E IT M l  
algorithm in (2.7), namely,
xr„ ( / - AMfcJMWt) -  ul*l\ =xr, [„*(«„) -  „» -
which is equivalent to
(2.15)
On the o ther hand,
Xrc ( I  — AtAx)e\, n - r  L■h
(2.16)
where the last equality is due to the equation Xrc u'f 
Combining (2.15) and (2.15) we obtain
x r , u r a/3 in (2.6).
Now from (2.10), (2.14) and (2.17), the conclusion of this theorem  follows. □
G(A£, h) — ( / —A£Ai) 1 {-I—A tA f)  1(7 — A£.4i)j .
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Let u  =  max{c(or) +  J2iLi : x  6  f2}, where bi(x) and c(x) are coefficient
functions in the evolutionary system (1.1). Suppose that the spatially discretized 
system ( l . f )  satisfies the quasi-dissipativity condition (1.5). Then the algorithm 
is unconditionally Von Neumann stable in the sense that the spectral radius o f  
G{At, h) satisfies p(G(At, h)) <  e ,a;A£ fo r  A £ e [0 ,  gL] fo r  all h > 0.
To prove this theorem, we need Lemma 4.1, Lemma 4.2 and Lemma 4.3 in [67]. 
The three lemmas are given below.
Lem ma 2.1 Let E  be a Hilbert space with inner product (-, -) and norm  || • ||. Let 
.4 be a Co-semigroup generator on E  satisfying the quasi-dissipative condition
(Av, v ) 4- (v , Av) < 2o;|j'y||2 (2.18)
fo r  all v GD(A)  fo r  some constant u  > 0. Then
( / - f 4 ) -I ( / + f  A) <  e2arA£ fo r  all A t  € [0, ^].
Lem m a 2.2 I f  the matrix Ah is symmetric and satisfies the quasi-dissipative con­
dition (1.5), then component matrices Ai and Ao defined in Theorem 2.3 (and 
hence Ah itself also) satisfy the quasi-dissipative condition
{AiV , v)h < u) (v , v)h fo r  all h > 0
with respect to the inner product (•, -)h given by
(/)  d)h ~  2^ {/: 9 ) — {!'. Ahff) - (2.19)
Lem m a 2.3 Suppose Ah satisfies the quasi-dissipative condition (1.5). Then fo r  
all A£E[0,  4j], f £ L 2(flh) o.nd h > 0.
|| Xrh ( I - t A i r f \ \ l  < e 4“’‘|| X r J W l  + i e ^ - m  * n f \ \ l  (2-20)
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|| Xn  ( I - t A 2)-l f \ \ l  <  e4a,£|| Xr t f \ \ l  +  (e4" £- l ) | |  XThf  ||*. (2.21)
P ro o f o f  T heorem  2.4: Let G (A t,h )  =  (I  — A tA i ) G ( A t ,h ) ( I  — A tA i ) ~ l . Since
sim ilar matrices have the sam e spectral radius, we have th a t  p(G ) =  p{G). But 
the || • lift norm of G  satisfies
||G (A t, A)||2 =  ||X rk( / - A i A 1)-1/||? , +  ||XrS( / - 4 i . 4 2) -1( /+ A W I) ( / - A ( .4 1) -1/ | | ' i 
<  s 4“ A‘ (II X r./III  +  II Xrj ( /+ A < .4 1) ( / - A t . 4 1) -1/I I I )  +
(6^ ‘ - l )  (|| Xpj/HJ +  || JCr4( / + A(A1) ( / - A t .4 l )-‘/ | | j )  ,
( 2 .22 )
where the last inequality is due to Lemma 2.3. Since opera to r .4L operates only on 
entries corresponding to grid points on Tft, it was shown [67] th a t
+ A L 4 i) ( /—AtAi)~lf  = X rj / .
Thus from (2.22),
||<S(At,A)|U < (|| Xr„/||J + || Xn f\\l) +
( e ^ ‘- l )  ( || X^fW l+ W  Xr i (.r+ A G t1) ( / - A ( .4 l )-I/ | | l )
(2.23)
=  <="““ ‘11/ 11?, +
(«-“ “ - 1 )  (|| Xrj/IIS +  ll •1Cr,( /+ A J .4 1) ( / - A W 1)-,/III) •
By Lemm a 2.2 and Lemm a 2.1, we also have | |( /+ A iA 1) ( / —A£Al)- l ||); <  e8u,A£ for 
A£e[0, A-]. Then from inequality (2.23) we further obtain
||G(At,A)||2 <  e'l“i ‘ | | / | | | + ( e"““ - l ) ( | | X ^ / | | J + e ^ | | / | | 2 )
< e4““ ‘ ll/III + (e"““ '- l) ( l l / I I I  + e8““ ‘ ||/||?) (2-24>
<  X J“ ‘| | / | | i ,
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which means th a t ||C?||/i <  e7“A£. B ut p{G ) =  p{G) <  Uplift, so the conclusion of 
the theorem follows. □
The next result concerns the global (including bo th  tem poral and spatial) error 
of the SEITM l algorithm . It reveals th a t the S E IT M l algorithm  does not reduce 
the order of the spatia l discretization accuracy. This is good not only when com­
pared with existing stab le non-iterative dom ain decom position, more im portan tly  
this property allows high order schemes be used to discretize the spatial operator 
A. Numerical experim ents with high order spatia l d iscretization are presented in 
C hapter 4.
T heorem  2.5 Let u ( t ) and Uh(t) be the true solutions o f  the system (1.3) and  
the spatially discrete system (1.4) respectively. Suppose that the discrete operator 
Ah is symmetric and satisfies the quasi-dissipativity condition (1.5). Suppose that 
both u(t) and Uh(t) are continuously twice differentiable in t and that the second 
derivative o f Uh{t) are uniformly bounded fo r  all h on any time interval [0, T]. Let 
C T be a bound o f  second derivative o f u(t) and Uh(t) on [0, T] , namely,
Ct  =  m ax { m ax . m ax d~û f x') II I  (2.25)
lo < t< r  at~ h O < t < T  dt~ H h. J v ;
I f  Ah has a p-th (e.g. p >  2) order truncation error in approximating the operator 
A, namely \\AhPhu{t) — PhAu(t)\\h <  MxhP fo r  all t tz \ f ) ,T \  fo r  some constant M r  
dependent on the solution u, where Ph is the projection operator from L 2(fl) to 
L 2(Qh), then the approximate solution satisfies
mrax I K  “  “ (*n)IU =  O (At)  4- 0 ( h p) 
fo r  all h > 0, where tn =  n A t.
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We first prove a lem m a th a t concerns the spatial error of the S E IT M l algorithm. 
L e m m a  2 .4  Let u(t) and Uh(t) be as in Theorem 2.5. Then
m ax  ||u fc(£) -  Phu ( t )|U < T  M T e“Th*.
P ro o f: Let w(t) — Uh(t) — Phu(t).  Since Uh(t) and u{t) agree on the boundary'
condition and  the inhomogeneous term  /(£ ), it is easily verifiable th a t
A
=  A hw(t) +  (A hPh - P hA )u ( t) ,  t >  0
<
w(0) =  0.
Then by Theorem  2.1.3 on page 84 of [26],
w (t) =  I ' e ^ - s^ ( A hPh- P hA)u{s)ds.
Jo
Since Ah satisfies the quasi-dissipativity condition (1.5), by Lemm a 2.2 Ah satisfies 
the following quasi-dissipative condition
(Av, v )h < cu (v , v )h for all h > 0
with respect to  the inner product (*,•)/, given by (2.19). The Lum er-Phillips theo­
rem [46] then implies th a t | |eM'‘ <  eut. Thus,
IM O IU  <  /o l|e (£“5)-4h(A/lJP/1- P / I.4)«(5)|U d5
<  MThP f0l eUJ(t~shis
< tePtM Thp < T  MTeuThp. D 
P roof o f  T h eorem  2.5: We first establish the following inequalities
||( J  -  A tA j- 'W h  <  for A£G[0, £ ] .  (2.26)
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for i =  1, 2. By Lemm a 2.2,
(.A i V , v ) h <  w|M |/t for all v e L 2(Qh).
B ut oj <  for A te (0 , ĝ j], we have th a t
2 A t e ^ t (A iv ,v ) h < ( e ^ t - l ) \ \ v \ \ l  
for all v £ L 2(Qh). This is equivalent to
IMi; <  -  2At (A iV, v )h). (2.27)
B ut obviously the right hand side of the above inequality satisfies
^ m \ l  -  2At (A&, v)h) < e ^ ( \ \ v \ \ l  -  2At (A iV, v )h +  (A«)2||.4i t,||J)
=  e ^ ^ M I  -  A tA J v W l  
which, together w ith (2.27), implies th a t
INI* <  | | ( / - A M f)u|U for all v e L 2( n h)
for A t€[0 , g ĵ]. This im m ediately leads to the inequality (2.26).
We then show th a t
max ||uj* -  u A(i) ||A <  6CTT A t.  (2.28)
t n  € [ 0 , z  ]
We rewrite (2.7) in the form
e l  =  G(At, h )e l~ l +  & g - ( I - A t A l )-'-Tr{n, h), (2-29)
where G (At, h) is the error amplification m atrix, and Tr{n, h ) is given by
Tr(n,h) =  ( / - 4 U I )-1 ( * r>£ f = l - ) : r. ^ f = ! ) - V
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rf2 UJl ( t n . )
rft2 •
for some Crei£n£[£n5£n+i]- Since e°h =  0, from (2.29) vve ob ta in  by induction th a t
n— L
el  = G (A t i h )k( I —A tA i ) ~ lT r ( n —k, h) (2.30)
A : = 0
for n  > 0. Let G  be as in the proof of Theorem  2.4. Then we rewrite (2.30) into
71 — I
enh = ^ ( i - A t A , ) ' 1 Y1 G (A t> h)kT f{n  — k, h ) (2.31)
k = 0
W ith inequality (2.26), we have th a t
\\Tr{n, /i) ||a  <  | | ( / - A ( .4 2) - ‘ (X rs£ ^ | & l - X rj ' ^ > )  |U +  || Xv£ ± & l \ \ h
<  (|| X r . ^ ^ l U + l l  +11 X f / ^ I U  (2-32)
<  C'T(2e2wAt Hh 1),
where the  last inequality is due to (2.25). W ith inequalities (2.26) and (2.32), from 
(2.31) we ob ta in
n — I
|e*lk < !f 1l l ( / - iW 1) - I|ki:i|G(Ai,/l)t |U-||rr(n-A-!ft)|U
k = 0
<  ^ e 2"* ' ]T  ||G (A f, /i)t |U C r(2e2“-it +  1)
k = 0  
n — l
<  M l e2uAt ^  +  i) .
k = 0
where the last inequality is due to (2.24). Thus
||e£|U <  I t ^ ) le 2uĴ te7̂ tCT ( 2e2wAt +  1)
<  3 C'r ^ ^ e 2‘JA£e7a,A£e2u;A£
=  z c T «£gLe ^ t  =  3Cxue i i ^ t AL  
Since tn E [0, T] and  A t  <  m in{T, T-}, we have th a t
K I U  <  ^ ^ - e ll ' &A t < QCt T A t,
which establishes (2.28).
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W ith (2.28) and  Lemm a 2.4, we have th a t
IK  “  “ (£) IU < IK  -  uh(t)lift + IK (£) ~ “ (£)IU
<  6T  CT A t  +  T  M Te?T hP, 
which completes the  proof of this theorem. □
W ith Theorem  2.5, it is immediately obtainable th a t the SEITM l algorithm  is 
unconditionally convergent in the sense th a t
I K  ~  « K £)IU =  0
h->0
uniformly for (h . n A t)  €  [0,1] x [0, T] for any T  > 0.
2.3 The Stabilized Dawson-Du-Dupont Algorithm
In this section, we present a  stabilizer for the explicit-im plicit algorithm  of Dawson, 
Du and Dupont. VVe call the stabilized algorithm  the SEITM 2 algorithm. The 
emphasis of this section is to illustrate how to design a stabilizer for a given interface 
boundary condition predictor.
Let .4^ denote the  x-directional difference com ponent of the operator .4^, and 
the y-directional difference component. Let u^x  be the exterior boundary condition 
a t x-direction boundary and Ub,y the exterior boundary condition at y-direction 
boundary. Then we represent the two steps of the Dawson-Du-Dupout Algorithm
by








uh ' 2/,3+ ^ r h % +ly,3+ u ^ +L) =  X r= Ipa +  A £/n+l], 
v  n +  2 / 3  v  n + l / 3x rh uh =  Xrh u h
To stabilize the predictor (2.33), we use the scheme
XVh( I - M A l ) { I - ^ t A l ) ( u l * l+ u ^ ' )  =  X'r
namely, the stabilizer is chosen to be ( I  — A tA ^ )~ 1( I —A tA yh)~l . In this stabilizer 
we place the operator ( I  — AtAff)~l to the left of ( I  — A tA yh)~ l . This ordering of 
the two factors in the stabilizer is im portant. The im portance of this ordering can 
be seen from an analysis utilizing the following result obtainable from an analysis 
sim ilar to th a t for Theorem 2.3 for the SEITM l algorithm .
T h e o re m  2 .6  The temporal error o f the SEITM 2 algorithm satisfies
e f l =  ( / - A L 4 r 1(/-A iA ?)-l[Xr/i+ X r.( /-A L 4 2)-H /-A L 4")-1(/-A t.4T)]e^
+  0((A £)2), 
where A* = X rhA% and A \  =XVhA yh.
The theorem  above states th a t the error amplification m atrix  of the SEITM2 algo­
rithm  is
G(A£, h) =  S (A t,  h) [XVh+ X r i ( I - A t A 2)-lP (A L  h)] , 
where S (A t.  h) is the stabilizer given by
S(A t,  h) = (I—AtA*)~l(I—A tA y)~l, (2.36)
and P (A t,  h) is the interface boundary condition predictor
P(A£, h) =  ( I - A t A y)~l( I - A tA f ) .
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In the m atrix  G (A t , h), the instab ility  causing operato r is P ( A t , h). The stabilizer 
stabilizes the EITM  algorithm  by killing the instab ility  of the predictor P {A t, h) 
of the next tim e step. This can be seen from
G ( A t ,h ) n =  S (A t ,h )  [xrhS { A t ,h )+ X Vc ( I - A t A 2)-lP ( A tJ i ) S ( A L h ) ] n S ( A t ,h ) ~ l 
= S (A t ,h )G { A t ,h )nS ( A t , h ) - \
where G (A t.h )  — S { A tJ i ) ~ lG (A t .h )S { A t ,h ) ,  namely.
G(At ,h)  =  [xrhS { A t , h ) + X r%( I - A t A 2)~lP( At ,h )S {At ,h ) ]  .
From the equation above it is im m ediately seen th a t P (A t,  h )S (A t ,  h) needs to be 
stable in order for the algorithm  to be stable. W ith the  ordering of the two factors 
in S (A t ,  h ),
P { A t ,h )S { A t ,h )  =  [ ( /-A tA ? )-^ /—AiAf)] • [ (/—ALT£)- 1( i — )-t]
=  { I - A t A \ y l [(/-A £ .4^)(/-A T 4f)-1] { I - A tA \ ) - \
The operator ( / —Ai.T^)-1 has good stab ility  since it is an  im plicit scheme. The 
factor in the bracket also has a  b e tte r  s tab ility  than  ( I —AtA*)  since the unstable 
operator ( I  — AtA%) from P {A t,h )  is stabilized by the opera to r ( /  —AL4^ )-1 from 
S(A£, h ).
However if the ordering of the two operators in S{A t,  h) is reversed, namely,
S {A t ,h )  =  ( / - A iA ? ) - l( /-A £ .4 f)_ I ,
then P (A t,  h )S (A t ,  h) =  ( / —A tA \)~ l( I  — A t A f ) ( I  — A£.4;Q_ l ( /  — A£.4£)_1. But ( I — 
A tA ^ )~ l is not guaranteed to be able to stabilize ( / —A tA f ) ,  and the four factors in 
P (A t,  h ) S (A t , h) also do not necessarily com m ute, so th is tim e the stabilizer m ight 
not necessarily be able to stabilize the predictor.
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2.4 A n Algorithm w ith Factorized Subdom ain Scheme
B oth SEITM l and SEITM2 algorithm s require solving an elliptic equation of the 
form
on the subdomains. W hen the spatia l operator .4 is not separable or even nonsym- 
m etric, iterative solvers must be employed to solve the elliptic equation for each 
tim e step. In this section, we propose an algorithm  which factorizes the left hand
A.  This factorization reduces the com putation  cost to an linear order of O (N )  for 
a to ta l of N  grid points on the subdom ains. W ith this factorization, the factorized 
SEITM  algorithm  becomes com pletely non-iterative, bo th  globally and on each 
subdom ains.
We choose to present the factorization for the SE IT M l algorithm . The factor­
ization for the SEITM2 is exact the same. We assume tha t the spatia l dom ain of 
the evolutionary system is two dim ensional and the spatial operator .4 is splittab le
.v* ..o
as .4 —- .4X +  Ay. For example, when A  is the 2-D Laplace operator .4 =  jjA -1- 
A x =  and 4.y =  form a directional sp litting  of the operator .4. The SEITM  
algorithm  with a directionally factorized subdom ain tem poral discretization scheme 
is given by
( /  — A tA )u  =  r (2.37)
side o f the equation (2.37) with a  direction based sp litting  of the spatia l operator
Xrh [ ( / +  At A h){u l  +  u£x) +  At f %
(2.38)
39





We call the algorithm  (2.38)-(2.39)-(2.40) the SEITM 3 algorithm . The difference of 
this algorithm  and  S E IT M l is th a t in the second step  (2.38), the SEITM3 algorithm  
has ( I  — AtAj[)(I — AtA ^)  on the left hand side while the SEITM l algorithm  has 
( / —A tA h). For a two dimensional problem, the discretized directional components 
of .4 are usually tridiagonal matrices [3]. Thus ( /  — Ai.4£) and (I  —At A ^) can be 
easily inverted w ith a com putation cost of linear order. On the other end, the 
factorization introduces an 0((A £)2) error. Since .4 =  A x 4- A y, we have th a t
Thus the error introduced by factorizing ( I  —AtAh)  into ( I  — AtA%)(I — A tA yh) 
is (A t)2A^A^. B ut as indicated by Theorem 2.3, the SE IT M l algorithm  has a
factorization of the subdom ain scheme does not decrease the order of tem poral 
accuracy.
O ((A£)2) tem poral truncation  error. Thus the error introduced by the directional
40
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3 High Order Elliptic Solvers
Two of the algorithm s (SEITM l) and SEITM 2 ) require solving elliptic equations 
of the form
( /  -  r A h)u = r (3.1)
on the subdom ains. For 3-D parabolic systems, the stabilization step of all three 
algorithm s also involve solving elliptic equations of the form (3.1). Since the SEITM 
algorithm s m aintain the accuracy of the spatial discretization, in this chapter we 
propose several fourth order m ethods for the solution of the generalized Helmholtz 
equation
“  Y  & u  +  f ( x )u  =  r
£ = i  ‘
with f { x )  > 0 , which arises when the system  (1.1) has a heat source-sink term . We 
present our solution methods for the 2-D problem
-  y ) +  /(*> v)u (x > v) =  **(*> v )* (3-2)
but the m ethods are applicable to 3-D problems as well.
3.1 Introduction
Execution time in general is approxim ately proportional to the num ber of floating 
point arithm etic operations. For a given error tolerance, a high order m ethod 
allows much larger mesh sizes than  a  lower order m ethod, resulting in significant 
reduction in the num ber of grid points and consequently execution time if the high 
order m ethod has the same com putation complexity as th a t of the lower order 
m ethod. We illustrate such tim e reduction by the com putation count comparison 
of a  fourth  order m ethod and a  second order m ethod of the same complexity.
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We introduce the following notations: E (M th d )  denotes the difference between 
the true solution and the numerical solution com puted by m ethod M th d .  e >  0 
is the error tolerance, i.e. the difference between the com puted num erical solution 
and the true solution m ust be less than  or equal to  e. W ith  these notations, the 
error of a fourth-order m ethod can be denoted by E[orderA), and the  error of 
a second-order solver will be E[order2).  The solution error of the fourth order 
m ethod in general satisfies
To meet the error tolerance, the fourth and second order m ethods need to take 
different mesh sizes and partition  sizes, say dim ensional partition  size N  and mesh
E [order4) =  a - /i4 for some problem dependent coefficient a.
The error of a  second order solution m ethod in general satisfies
E[order2) =  b • hr for some problem dependent coefficient 6.
size h for the fourth  order solver, and partition size N '  and mesh size h' for the
second order m ethod. Then
a ■ h? < e and b • h12 < e.
Roughly we can equate them  to yield
a ■ h‘[ ss b ■ h!2. (3.3)
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Thus, if our fourth order solver can satisfy the error tolerance by taking a partition  
of size iV, then it requires the second order solver to take a  partition  size of C N 2 to 
achieve the same accuracy. Suppose th a t the problem dom ain is in A;-dimensional 
space (k  =  2 ,3 ). Then the num ber of grid points of the grid for the fourth order 
solver is N k while the num ber of grid points of the grid for the second solver is 
(N ') k =  (C  N 2)k. Let T4 and T 2 denote the tim e needed by the order 4 and order 
2 m ethods respectively to solve a  problem within a given error tolerance. Thus if 
the two m ethods have the same com putation complexity 0(n) for a problem on a 
grid w ith n  grid points, then (3.4) implies th a t
T* ■r - 0(JV‘ ) ■ (3'6)
Since com plexity function increases a t least linearly or superlinearly as the input
size increases, th a t is,
4>{an) >  a<t>(n) for a > 1.
Then (3.6) implies th a t the tim e ratio  of a second solver and a fourth solver of the 
same com putation complexity is
C kMk<t>{Nk) k „ k
T2 - T* -  W ”) -  '
The param eter C  in general could vary largely from problem to problem. A fourth 
solver can a tta in  fourth order only when the solution is a t least five tim es dif­
ferentiable. This can be easily seen from the Taylor expansion of a differentiable 
function. Thus problems which have only twice differentiable solutions, the fourth 
order m ethod has only second order accuracy, and  the num ber C  will be close very 
sm all, and a fourth order m ethod probably has no gain in reducing execution time 
for a  given error tolerance. B ut for problems w ith a t least three tim es differentiable
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solutions, the fourth order can take advantage of the smoothness of the solutions 
and reduce the com putation cost for a given error tolerance.
3.2 High Order Discretizations for the Laplace Operator
3.2.1 E x istin g  H igh Order D iscretiza tion  Schem es
High order discretization methods for the Laplace operator have been investigated 
for a  long tim e. Collatz studied several finite difference m ethods for the 2-D Laplace 
operator in 1960 [11]. One of the fourth-order m ethods Collatz studied is the 
following square stencil 9-point scheme w ritten  in the stencil form
(
h - 2
/ _ !  _ i  _ 1 \ 
/  4  1 4
- 1  5 - 1
v - i  - 1
u l'J =  -
I  \
-  1 -  8 8
V
+  0 ( h 4), (3.7)
/
where A u =  -f- Jpr)a, which is a popular choice for the Dirichlet problem
of Poisson equations. This high order discretization m ethod together w ith others 
studied by Collatz were later generalized by Lynch and Rice to a m ethod called 
HODIE [44] for calculating the coefficients of finite difference discretization of gen­
eral elliptic equations for almost "any” numerical order. A discretization formula 
the HODIE m ethod derives is an equation th a t equates a linear com bination of the 
unknown solution at some discretization points to a linear com bination of the 
to-be-discretized differential operator a t some evaluation points, for instance as in
E  =  E  bidA u ^ .
ijeSi 1J 6S2
The coefficients a i j  and in the formula are determ ined by, first, expanding all 
term s on bo th  sides of the equation in Taylor series, then setting  up a linear system
44
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of equations for the  to-be-determ ined coefficients a i j  and  for each order from 0 
up to the desired order, and finally solving the linear system  for the coefficients.
For Neumann problem s, when scheme (3.7) applied a t th e  boundary grid point 
(Oj), the right hand side needs the value of A u- l j , which is outside the domain. 
So this m ethod is n o t applicable to the Neum ann boundary  problem. A modi­
fication is hence necessary. In 1987 Boisvert successfully calculated fourth order 
discretization coefficients using the HODIE m ethod for the Neum ann problem of 
Helmholtz equations [5]. Zhuang and Sun [59, 70] m odified the Collatz scheme 
(3.7) and obtained th e  following fourth-order formula 




q  I 2
uiJ =  uiJ -  y A V J' +  0 { h A). (3.8)- 1  5
\ - i  - 1  ~ i J
which is more general th an  both  the Collatz form ula (3.7) and  Boisvert’s formula 
given on page 199-200 of [52]. The formula (3.8) is applicable to  Neumann boundary 
problem [59, 70].
However all the  ex isting  popular high order d iscretization schemes, like (3.7) 
and (3.8), have a square stencil and thus not directly utilizable by the efficient ADI 
m ethod. The cross stencil fourth order finite central difference
(  h  \





\  12 J
is easily directionally sp littab le  and can be combined directly  w ith  the ADI m ethod.
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However it not only has a boundary problem  (see Collatz [11]), b u t also its penta- 
diagonal directional com ponents can not be as efficiently solved as trid iagonal sys­
tem s. So in the next section, we present a  m ethod for deriving fourth  order dis­
cretization formulas for the Laplace operator, which is of g reater ease in coefficient 
calculating and flexible in obtain ing formulas for different boundary  conditions.
3.2 .2  D irectionally  D ecom p osed  H igh Order D iscretization.
In this section, we present a  fourth order finite difference m ethod for th e  discretiza­
tion of the Laplace operato r in k  dim ensional space for k =  2 ,3 . T he m ethod we 
introduce in this section is based on the one-dimensional Taylor expansion. It 
is much simpler in calculating the discretization coefficients when com pared with 
existing high order discretization m ethods, especially w ith d iscretization meshes 
different in different directions. The m ethod can also easily produce formulas for 
bo th  Dirichlet and Neum ann boundary problems, and applicable d irectly  to direc­
tional operator sp litting  as in the ADI method.
For a sufficiently sm ooth  function u defined on a 2-D dom ain [:ro, ^m] x [2/o> 2/n], 
we use denote its value on a  discrete grid point (x,-,y7) w ith Xi =  Xo +  i * h x and 
Vj =  2/o + j  * hy. From the Taylor expansion for functions defined on 1-D domain, 
we have that
u l l’-7 — 2uij ' +  ul+ lj
ĵ 2 xx 12 xxxx=  +  t K ’L  +  o { h Ax).
which is equivalent to
Dxxu‘-i =  ( /  +  g j g r  H i  +  O(AJ), (3.9)
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where Dxx denotes the finite difference operator given by
U l ~ l d  _  2 u l J  -)- Ul+ 1 d
D xxu ' J = --------------   .
h i
Thus we obtain the following fourth order semi-discrete formula for the Laplace 
operator
+  (I + u d p ) ~ l D inj\ul 'J =  (3.10)
The above formula is not fully discretized. It still contains differential term s. How­
ever it is these differential terms th a t provide the flexibility of this formula. To 
maintain a fourth order accuracy of the formula, finite difference approxim ation 
for the differential term s and Jpf needs to be only second order, and many 
second order finite difference schemes exist for the appprxim ation of the second 
derivatives. For D irichlet boundary problems, discretization needs to be applied 
to interior points only since the solution values on the boundary are known. Thus
A*)
we can choose D xx and  D lnj respectively to approxim ate the differential term s ^  
and gpr in the formula (3.10) for Dirichlet problems, and  obtain  a fully discretized 
formula
[ { I + % D xx)~lD xx +  { I + % D yy) - ^ D yy\ u ^  =  A  u * .  (3-11)
This formula has an obvious advantage th a t it is already directionally decomposed 
and can be easily incorporated into the ADI m ethod.
For Neumann boundary problems, formula (3.10) is first rew ritten into
l v + § & D ** +  ( ' + ! !  (3a2)
Then we throw away term s of order hxhy and obtain
+  d + % & ) D m ]uOJ =  ( / + £ £  +
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We approxim ate the differential term  and J p  on the left hand  side by D xx and 
Dyy respectively, but leave the differential terms on the right side un-discretized, 
resulting in the following partia lly  discrete finite difference approxim ation of the 
Laplace operator
[DXI( I + ^ D „ )  + V + % D II)D„\v>-‘ =  ( ! + % £ .  +  g g r J A u ” . (3-13)
It is obvious th a t this formula is a generalization of the modified Collatz scheme 
(3.8) in th a t it allows different mesh sizes in different directions. Formula (3.13) 
is not fully discretized. It still contains differential operators J p  and  J p .  This is 
the main difference between our discretization formula and most existing schemes 
which are usually fully discretized. But since a finite difference approxim ation of 
differential operators needs to be only second order for the truncation  error to 
remain fourth order, it is easy to find m any simple second order finite difference 
approximations for these differential terms (e.g. 1-D formulas in [43]). The main 
advantage of formula (3.13) is th a t it allows people to choose different approxi­
m ation schemes for J p  and J p .  This flexibility is especially useful for Neumann 
problems since for interior grid points, the finite central difference can be used while 
for boundary points other approxim ation formulas can be used to avoid using values 
of A u  outside the domain.
3.3 The Picard-FFT Solution M ethods
In this section we propose two Picard-type iterative solution m ethods for the equa­
tion (3.2) discretized by a fourth order scheme on a rectangular dom ain, w ith an 
F F T  based solver used for each iteration.
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3.3.1 A Picard Process
We solve the equation (3.2) using the following P icard-type process
[ - A  +  o]un+1 =  [a — f ( x ,  y)}un +  r, (3-14)
where the constant a  is chosen to be
_  minXiy f ( x ,  y) +  m axXiJ/ f ( x ,  y) 
a ~  2
The convergence ra te  of the Picard process is independent of the mesh size as is 
estim ated below.
Since minX, y f ( x , y )  < f ( x , y )  <  m axXi2/ f ( x ,  y) ,  it follows th a t
\a — f { x , y ) \  < max{|o; — m in /(a :. y)\,  | o r  — m a x / ( r .  y)|}y
_  maxx,y f ( x ,  y) — m inx,y f ( x ,  y)
~  2
  h i  fm
~  2 ’
where f m =  minXij, f { x ,  y) and / m  =  maxXtJ. f ( x ,  y ) . Then the error amplification 
operator G =  (—A +  — f ( x . y ) )  of the P icard  process (3.14) is bounded in
L2 norm  by
IIGII <  | | ( - A + 4 « ± ^ ) - ‘ | | £ * f k -
(3.15)
2 / II 2
Let Am denote the least eigenvalue of —A -l-/m, and  let dM =  ( /m —/m )/2 . Then 
the Lr norm of G is bounded by
II^H <  (Am +  dM)~ldM =  1 — • (3.16)
Thus the spectral radius of the error am plification m atrix  G  is bounded by d *+x ■ 
and the convergence rate  r  is therefore a t least
r = - loe sfer = Ios i!a£rL' <3-17)
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which is independent of the m esh size. Thus if one needs to  reduce the error e0 
of an  initial guess to the P icard  process (3.14) to a given ite ra tio n  stopping error 
tolerance es, the num ber of itera tions n  of the Picard process satisfies
f  dM  \
eo —\  4- dM j
which implies that the itera tion  num ber satisfies
Iterations =  -  g^ 0{e/ ^ . (3.IS)
[Off ha s ± * 3l  v '
°  d\t
W ith a fourth order spatial discretization, if we choose a fourth  order error tolerance 
0 ( / i4), then the number of itera tions of the Picard process is
4 loff h
Iterations =   -------^ — =  O ( - l o g h )  (3.19)
lo g  am+dM
when assum ing e0 = 0 (1).
3.3 .2  H igh  Order F F T  B a sed  Solvers
For each Picard iteration (3.14), a  Helmholtz equation needs to be solved. We 
choose the fourth order scheme (3.13) to discretize (3.14), obtain ing
[ ( / + § Z > „ + § D w ) < » - D „ ( / + § D w ) - ( / + ^ « ) D w I « 4 i .  =  «Si . <3'20)
where
=  ( /  +  #  -  f J ) < J  +  r i j l  (3-21)
The differential operators and  need to be approxim ated only to a second 
order accuracy, and different approxim ation schemes are allowed to accommodate 
bo th  Neum ann and Dirichlet boundary  conditions. G rouping the term s on the left 
hand side of (3.21) into two groups w ith one containing D yy and  the o ther without, 
we obtain
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W hen equipped w ith a Dirichlet boundary condition, the FFT based Fast Sine 
Transform (FST) can efficiently tridiagonalize equation (3.22) by diagonalize the 
subm atrices resulted from the finite difference operator D yy and the boundary con­
dition. W ith  a Neum ann boundary condition, a  Fast Cosine Transform (FCT) can 
efficiently tridiagonalize equation (3.22) by diagonalize the submatrices resulted 
from the finite difference operator D 1jy and the boundary condition. After trans­
form, (3.22) becomes a sequence of tridiagonai equations of the form
[ (I -h^D xx)a  — Dxx]u]f+l — A( /  -t- a-jj- +  ^ D xx -r -^Dxx)ulJlJ+l =  P s 1̂ ,
where A goes through all the eigenvalues of the subm atrices resulted from D yy 
and the boundary condition, and P  is the FST or FCT transform  m atrix. The 
tridiagonal equations can be solved efficiently by a tridiagonal solver and then 
the solution of the pre-transformed equation can be recovered by an inverse sine 
transform  or an inverse cosine transform . The two F F T  based transform  oper­
ations have a com putation complexity of 0 ( —h ~ lh ~ l loghy) and the tridiagonal 
solver has a complexity of 0 { h ~ lh ~ l ). Thus each P icard iteration in (3.14) has an 
0 ( —h~lh ~ l loghy) com putation cost. Then by (3.19), the com putation cost of the 
entire P icard-FFT  solution m ethod (3.14) for equation (3.2) discretized on a grid 
of mesh size (hx, h y) =  {C\h,h)  to stop a t error tolerance es(h) with a starting  
error of eo (h) is bounded by
C2h~2(log h) log (3.23)
e0{h)
for some constant C2 > 0.
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3.3.3 Another Picard Process
From  the analysis given in Section 3.3.1 for the convergence ra te  (3.17) of the 
P icard  process (3.14), the spectral radius of the error am plification m atrix  of (3.14) 
is bounded by
| | ( -^ -f -a O - I [a -  / ( ^  2/)]|| <  | |( - A  +  a ) _1|| - | |a  — f { x ,  ? /) ||.
Thus if we replace the constant a  by a function a{x)  so th a t  the norm  ||a(x) — 
f ( x , y )  || can be reduced, then the convergence rate of the P ica rd  process
[ - A  +  a(a:)]un+1 =  [o:(ar) -  f ( x ,  y)]un 4- r ,  (3-24)
m ight be higher than th a t of (3.14). In the Picard process (3.14) the  equation to
be solved for each Picard itera tion  can still be solved by an efficient F F T  method. 
W ith  the choice of a(x)  =  for t ke p icard  process (3.24), an
analysis sim ilar to th a t for (3.18) shows tha t the convergence ra te  of (3.24) is
a constant independent of mesh size h =  {hx, h y), and the ite ra tio n  number re­
quired for the numerical solution to reach an accuracy of 0 ( h A) is of 0 { — log/i). 
Hence the com putation cost of th e  P icard  process (3.24) has an  asym ptotic com­
putational complexity of 0 (/i_2(log /i)2), the same as the asy m p to tic  complexity of 
the previous Picard process (3.14). But since the the error am plification m atrix 
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where f m(x) =  mirij, f ( x , y )  and f u { x )  =  maxj, f ( x , y ) .  Com pared w ith  (3.15), 
the bound given in (3.25) could possibly be smaller. Thus a  reduced num ber of 
iterations is expected.
3 .3 .4  N u m erica l E xperim ents
To test the accuracy and efficiency of the high order P icard-FFT  solver, we choose 
three testing problem s w ith known solutions, and they are:
1. —Aw +  (cos(x-Fy) +  x~y  -+- l)w =  r  w ith u{x.  y) = s in(2x  +  3y);
2. —Aw + ex~yu  =  r  w ith w =  (:r-|-?/)3-5[cos(:r) — 1]; and
3. —Aw 4- (cos( x —y)  4- ex+y)u =  r  w ith u ( x , y) =  cos(x +  y) - f -  x 2y.
The testing problem  dom ain is chosen to be the square [0.3] x [0,3], and  uni­
form mesh size hx =  hy =  3/ N  is chosen, where N  is the number of grid points on 
each x- and y-dim ension. We tested the two P icard-F F T  m ethods on a SUN U ltra- 
Sparc 10 w orkstation running  operating sj^stem SunOS 5.8 w ith 64-bit arithm etic  
operations used. T he m easured iteration num ber of the two P icard -F F T  m ethods, 
the execution tim e in seconds, and the error defined as the m axim al difference be­
tween the com puted solution and the true solution are listed in Tables 3.1 to  3.3 for 
the three testing problem s, w ith P iF F T l denoting  the solver based on the Picard 
process (3.14) and P iF F T 2  the solver based on the  Picard process (3.24).
In the tables, we use a metric Order [69] to indicate the num erical order of a 
solver, which is calculated  as follows:
■
Order(m . n) =  Error{n)
-  l°S  7T
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Table 3.1: —Au +  (cos(j:+y)+a:2y + l) tt  =  r  on [0,3] x [0,3] with u =  sin(2:r+3y)
M ethod N 16 32 64 128 256 512
Iterations 15 23 31 39 48 56
P iF F T l Time(sec.) 0.01 0.10 0.51 2.62 14.1 70.0
E rror 1.6e-04 l.le-05 8.6e-07 6.7e-08 3.5e-09 2.5e-10
O rder 3.9 3.8 3.7 3.9 3.9
Iterations 7 9 11 14 16 18
P1FFT2 Time(sec.) 0.01 0.06 0.32 1.62 7.96 38.8
E rror 2.2e-05 1.4e-06 1.4e-07 5.0e-09 5.1e-10 5 .3e-ll
O rder 4.0 3.6 4.0 3.8 3.7
Table 3.2: —A u  +  ex~-Vu = r  on [0,3] x [0,3] with u = (x-h  y)3m5(cos(x) — 1)
M ethod N 16 32 64 128 256 512
Iterations 31 44 56 67 77 87
P iF F T l Time(sec.) 0.03 0.18 0.92 4.55 22.4 105.6
E rror 9.6e-04 6.1e-05 3.8e-06 2.4e-07 1.5e-08 1.4e-09
O rder 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 3.9
Iterations 17 20 22 25 28 31
PiFFT2 Time(sec.) 0.03 0.14 0.61 2.85 13.9 63.6
E rror 9.1e-04 5.7e-05 3.7e-06 2.3e-07 1.4e-08 9.8e-l0
O rder 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0
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Table 3.3: —A u +  (cos(x—y) + ex+y)u = r  on [0,3]x[0,3] with u =  cos(x-r-y) + x 2y
M ethod N 16 32 64 128 256 512
Iterations 77 128 181 232 282 330
P iF F T l Time(sec.) 0.08 0.52 2.98 15.4 81.7 439.1
Error 1.3e-03 1.0e-04 6.7e-06 4.5e-07 2.8e-08 1.8e-09
Order 3.7 3.8 3.8 3.9 3.9
Iterations 34 45 55 65 76 86
PiFFT2 Time(sec.) 0.05 0.31 1.53 7.48 37.3 177.4
Error 3.9e-04 2.1e-05 1.4e-06 9.6e-08 4.9e-09 3.3e-10
O rder 4.2 4.1 4.0 4.1 4.0
The definition of this metric is based on the observation tha t for a  num erical m ethod 
of order p, the error will decrease a t a ra te  of when a uniform ly spaced grid 
doubles its grid points in each direction. The log plot of error against grid size (or 
mesh size) is usually used to measure the order of a  numerical m ethod. The metric 
Order used here gives the value of the slope of the log plot of the error vs. grid 
size between the smallest testing grid size and the indicated grid size. Since the 
slope of a curve is difficult to be exactly visually determined, the m etric Order is a 
clearer quantitative indication of the order of a numerical m ethod. The values of 
the order calculated using the measured d a ta  of error indicate th a t the high order 
P icard-FFT  solvers is approximately of fourth order accuracy.
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3.4  A n  A D I  M e th o d  for Separab le P ro b lem s
The two Picard processes (3.14) and (3.24) for the  generalized Helmholtz equation
—A u + f ( x , y ) u  =  r ( x , y )  (3.26)
are sensitive to  the  range of the values of the function f { x , y ) .  This sensitativity 
of the process (3.14) has already surfaced in the testing  results in Table 3.3. The 
sensitativity of th e  P icard  process (3.24) can be seen from testing results listed in 
Table 3.5 for th e  problem
—Au  4- (e3x 4- eZy)u =  r
on the dom ain [0,3] x [0,3], on which the range of the  function (e3x + eZy) is very 
large. These two exam ples shows th a t when the range of the values of the function 
f ( x , y ) in (3.26) is large, the two newly proposed P icard  processes are not good 
candidates for the  num erical solution of generalized H elm holtz equations. Thus in 
this section, we propose a high order ADI m ethod which is nor sensitive of the 
range of values of f ( x ,  y).  B ut our ADI m ethod is efficient only for the separable 
generalized Helm holtz equation
- A u  4- [A(:r) 4- h ( y ) \ u  =  r (x ,  y).
3.4.1 A  H igh O rder A D I Solver
We apply the fourth  order finite difference scheme (3.11) to the equation (3.24), 
obtaining
[/! + f i -  -  ( I + § D m)-iDn \uhi ,  = r«,
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T hen we assemble the above equations a t  all grid points into a m atrix  in tensor 
product form ([45]) w ith  boundary condition incorporated, and  obtain
[(Ft— U +  ZVO] u  =  R, (3.27)
where D n is an n  x  n  m atrix  given by
• 0 0 0 \ _l 
• 0 0 0
' 6 12 u
_ l _  5  J _
12 6 12




o  - L 5 ,
u  12 6 '
f - 2 1 0
1 -2  1
0 0 0 
V0 0 0
0 0 0 \
0 0 0
1 - 2  1 
0 1 - 2/
(3.28)
I n denotes the identity  m atrix  in an n  dimensional space R n. ® is the tensor product 
notation [45], F L and F 2 are diagonal m atrices corresponding to the functions f \ {x)  
and f 2 (y) respectively, U  the solution vector, and R  is the vector corresponding to 
the right had side of (3.24) w ith boundary conditions incorporated.
Birkhoff and Varga showed in [4] th a t when the directional components (Fy — 
Dmr-i)®In-i and (F> — F n_L) of the discretized equation (3.27) are symmetric,
positive definite and com m utative, the Peacem an-Rachford [50] ADI method has 
a  convergence rate of 0 ( ( lo g /i)_L). Thus these positive definite and commutative 
conditions are essential for a tta in ing  a high convergence ra te . T he com m utativity 
condition is easily verifiable w ith the tensor product no tation . T he positive definite 
condition also holds as we shall see below.
R e m a rk  3.1 The component  matrices ( F\ — and  
sym m etric and positive definite.
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Proof: We prove the above statem ent only for the  com ponent m atrix  ( F i - D ^ i ) ®  
The proof for the m atrix  /rn-i®(-T2 —D n_t ) is sim ilar and thus om itted.
Since Fi is diagonal and positive definite, it suffices to show th a t — is
positive definite. Now let Pm-i denote the m atrix
(  Pl.l Pi,2 • • * Pi,m —2 P l.m — L ^
P 2 ,l P ‘2,2 P 2 ,m —2 P 2,m —1
•Pm—1 — P 3 ,l P3,2 P Z ,m -2 Pz,m—l
• • . . . •
\ Pm-1,1 Pm-1,2 ' ’ ‘ Pmr-l,m-2 Pm-lm-l )
where p ij  =  s i n ( ^ )  for i, j  =  1, 2, ...,m  — 1. A straightforw ard calculation shows
th a t PfLi Fm-iPm-i =  A, where A is a diagonal m atrix  given by
f  Xi 0 0 ••• 0 0 \
0 A2 0 ••• 0 0
0 0 A3 - - • 0 0
A =
0 0 0 • • • A m—2 0
V 0 0 0 • • • 0 Am_i J
and I f}2 h~2 <  0, for i =  1,2, - • -, m —1. For matrLx Pn^-i, we have th a t
Pm—i = Thus,  P ^ A n - iP m - i  =  f  A, and Drr^i =  ^ P r̂ _LAP^_L. Therefore
—Drn-i is symmetric and positive definite. □
Applying the ADI m ethod of Peaceman and  Rachford to the discrete equation 
(3.27) as in the following.
(pn +  A x) U ^ -  =  {pn — A y)U n +  R,
(3.29)
(Pn +  A.y)UnH =  (pn — A y)U n+̂  +  R,
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where A x and  A y respectively denote the two term s (jFj — Dm-1) <8> and Irm-i <g> 
(F2 — Dm.]) on the left hand side of equation (3.27). SLnce A x and A y are sym m et­
ric. positive definite and  commutative, the ADI m e th o d  (3.29) with W achspress 
param eters [60, 61] has a convergence rate of 0 ( —(log~fi)-1 ) for h =  max { h x , h y }. 
Thus, denoting the convergence rate on a grid with m esh  size h by r(h),  we can 
assume th a t there exists a  positive constant Cq such t h a t
If the initial error of the guess solution is e0(h) and the iteration-stopping error 
tolerance is es {h), then  by the definition of the convergence ra te  [42]. the num ber 
of iterations equals Iod e° |d /e» W ). W ith estim ate (3.30)., we arrive at
where C\ — Each ADI iteration consists of solving fo u r  tridiagonal systems, two
for evaluating the right hand sizes of (3.29) necessita ted  by using the fourth order 
finite difference (3.11), and two for inverting (pn +  and (pn +  A2) on the left 
hand sides of (3.29). Solving the four tridiagonal system s is the m ajor com putation 
cost of each ADI itera tion . Hence we can assume thatt the com putation cost per 
iteration is bounded by C2h~2 for some constant C2 > 0. Then by (3.31), the 
com putation cost for the ADI m ethod (3.29) to  stop  a t tolerance es(h) w ith a 
starting  error of ea(h) is
where C2 =  CiC'2. For instance, if the error tolerance is chosen to be es(h) =  h4 
and the initial error is assumed to be e0(h) =  1, then th e  ADI has a complexity of
r{h)  s; -C o(logh) l . (3.30)
Iterations ss Cx (log h) log , (3.31)
(3.32)
0 ( h  2(log/i)2).
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3.4.2 Numerical Experiments
Three equations w ith known solutions have been chosen to test the accuracy and 
efficiency of th e  High-order ADI (HADI). T he three problems are
( i)  —A u  4- (x2+ s m( y) +y) u  = r  on [0 ,3 ]x[0 , 3] with u( x , y )  =  c o s (2 r+ 3 y):
(ii) —A u +  (e3x+e3y)u = r on [0,3]x[0,3] w ith  u(x ,y)  =  (;r-H/)3'5(cos(;r) —1): and
(iii) —A u  4- (x 3-\-x cos(x)+ev)u — r  on [0,3] x  [0, 3] with u( x . y )  =  sin(x4-?/).
The dom ain of the testing problems are chosen to be the square [0, 3] x [0, 3] w ith 
the same uniform  mesh size h on each dim ension. N  = 3 / h  is the num ber of grid 
points on each x- and y-dimension. In the tests, the iteration stopping  criterion is 
chosen to be the  difference between the approxim ate solution a t two consecutive 
iterations, which is set to /i4/ 10 for the first and  th ird  problems and se t to 0.5/i4 for 
the second problem  on a grid of mesh size h. We choose different error tolerance 
because the solution of the second problem  is less sm ooth than  the first and third 
and thus have a  larger discretization error. We solved the three problem s w ith the 
proposed H A D I m ethod on an SUN U ltraSparc 10 workstation, and  the testing 
results are listed  in Tables 3.4-3.6 . For com parison, we also have solved the two 
problems using the Picard m ethod (3.24) denoted as P iF F T  with a  fourth order 
FFT  solver a t  each Picard iteration. T he d a ta  from the P iF F T  solver are listed 
together in th e  tables w ith the d a ta  from  the  HADI solver.
In the tab les, the Iteration  rows respectively list the numbers of A D I iterations 
of the HADI m ethod and the num bers of P icard iterations for the P icard-F F T  
method for the  problem s solved on the grid of the indicated sizes. T h e  Tim e  rows
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Table 3.4: —Au  +  (x2-l-sin(y)+y)u =  r  on [0,3] x [0,3] with u =  cos(2x+3y)
M ethod N 16 32 64 128 256 512
Iterations 9 15 19 25 33 43
HADI Time(sec.) 0.00 0.03 0.16 0.89 5.32 33.8
Error 2.6e-04 1.8e-05 1.3e-06 6.5e-08 3.9e-09 2.6e-10
Order 3.9 3.8 4.0 4.0 4.0
Iterations 7 9 12 14 16 19
P iF F T Time(sec.) 0.01 0.05 0.28 1.40 6.85 34.0
Error 2.8e-05 2.4e-06 6.7e-08 7.0e-09 7.8e-10 3.2e-ll
O rder 3.5 4.4 4.0 3.8 3.9
give the C PU  tim e taken to solve the problems, and the Error rows show the 
m axim al errors of the numerical solutions for the three problems solved on the grid 
of the indicated size. The running results supports th a t the high order ADI m ethod 
is bo th  accurate and efficient.
The P icard  process fails to reach the prescribed error tolerance within 1,000 
iterations for the second problem, because the values of f i ( x )  +  fo(y) (which is 
e3x +  e3y for problem 2 on square [0,3] x [0 ,3]) cover a  very large range from 2 to 
above 16,206. The Picard process (3.14) converges slowly when f i ( x )  + fo(y)  has 
a large range of values. In the case of the first or th ird  problem, f i {x)  + foil/) has a 
much sm aller range of values, and P icard m ethod converges to adequate accuracy 
w ithin a  reasonable number of iterations for each grid size tested.
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Table 3.5: —A u + (e3x+e3y)u =  r  on [0, 3] x [0, 3] with u =  (rr+7/)3'°[cos(:z:) — 1]
M ethod N 16 32 64 128 256 512
Iterations 13 19 25 29 36 41
HADI Time(sec.) 0.01 0.05 0.22 1.02 6.92 32.1
Error 1.5e-02 8.2e-04 3.6e-05 6.0e-06 1.6e-07 4.1e-08
Order 4.2 4.4 3.8 4.1 4.0
Iteration 683 1000* 1000 1000 1000 1000
P iF F T Time (sec.) 0.92 — — — — —
Error 1.9e-02 — — — — —
Order — — — — —
* The PiFFT method fails to reach the given error tolerance within 1000 Picard iterations.
Table 3.6: — A u  +  (:c3+:reos(:z;)4-ey)a  =  r  on [0.3]x[0.3] with u =  sin(:r-F</)
M ethod N 16 32 64 128 256 512
Iterations 8 14 18 25 32 41
HADI Time(sec.) 0.01 0.03 0.15 0.89 5.14 32.2
Error 7.5e-05 4.8e-07 2.9e-07 8.1e-09 1.6e-09 9.8e-ll
Order 7.3 4.0 4.4 3.9 3.9
Iterations 15 20 24 29 34 38
P iF F T Time(sec.) 0.02 0.12 0.58 2.88 14.5 67.7
Error 1.3e-04 6.4e-06 5.5e-07 2.6e-08 1.3e-09 l . l e -10
Order 4.3 3.9 4.1 4.2 4.0
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3.5 M ultilevel Acceleration o f Iterative M ethods
W hen the  elliptic equation (3.2) is resulted from tem poral discretization of a 
parabolic problem, we can obtain a good initial guess to the solution of the el­
liptic equation. If (3.2) is a stand-alone elliptic equation, an iterative solution 
m ethod can be accelerated by a multilevel process described below.
3.5 .1  T h e M u ltileve l A cceleration A lgorith m
Suppose th a t we have a iterative m ethod
Un+i =  G un (3.33)
for the linear system
A hu h = R h (3.34)
obtained from the discretization of the elliptic equation
L u  =  r. (3.35)
Suppose th a t the iterative m ethod has a convergence rate r ( h ) on a grid of mesh 
size h, and th a t the com putation cost for each itera tion  of (3.33) is (f>{h). Then
by the definition of convergence rate [42], the num ber of iterations needed for the
num erical solution to reach an accuracy of es(h ) from an initial guess of error eo(h) 
satisfies
lo g  e_olA)
Iterations =  — (3. 36) 
r{h)
T hen the com putation cost of the iterative m ethod to  reduce the error from eo(h) 
to es(h) is
>°g(“ $ ) .  (3-37)
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W hen eo(h) =  1 and the itera tion  stopping tolerance es(h) is chosen to be of the 
sam e order as the discretization error, say 0 ( h p), the to ta l com putation cost is of
O ur multilevel acceleration algorithm  requires the following d a ta  structure in 
additional to the existing d a ta  s tru c tu re  used for the original iterative m ethod
(3.33). The original grid the iterative m ethod uses is designated as the finest 
grid. We choose every other grid point in each direction to form the next coarser 
level grid, a subset of the original grid w ith double mesh sizes, and no extra d a ta  
s truc tu re  is needed for this grid level except an integer to indicate the grid level. 
By the sam e procedure, we designate a  sequence of grids, each a subset of the 
im m ediate finer level grid w ith double m esh sizes. All of them  need no ex tra  d a ta  
s truc tu re  other than  an index of one single integer number. The num ber of grid 
levels is chosen to be of 0 { — log2 /i), namely, the size of the coarsest grid is very 
sm all and is close to 2 x 2.
O ur multilevel procedure s ta r ts  from the coarsest grid level. On all the grids, 
applying the same discretization scheme to the elliptic equation (3.35) the iterative 
m ethod (3.33) is solving, we ob ta in  discrete equations w ith the same m atrix  form 
(as the iterative m ethod (3.33) is applied to) but of different mesh sizes and different 
problem  sizes. At each level, the  iterative m ethod (3.33) is then employed to 
solve the discrete equation, w ith  the solution of the equation a t the im m ediate 
coarser grid level interpolated to the  current grid level as the initial guess. The 
in terpolation  method is chosen to  have an  interpolation accuracy of the same order 
as the discretization order, and  th e  iterative process (3.33) stopping tolerance es
(3.38)
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at a grid level is also chosen to be of the same order as th a t of the discretization a t 
th a t level. This multilevel algorithm  solves the equation from the coarsest grid level 
up to the finest, and the whole multilevel process ends after the iterative m ethod
(3.33) finishes its iterations on the finest level.
Unlike classic m ultigrid m ethods, the proposed solver is a  one-way multilevel 
m ethod starting  from the  coarest grid. It is of both  algorithm ic and data-structural 
simplicity, requiring no additional da ta  structure and  no fine-tuning for different 
problems. Its im plem entation needs only one subroutine and one loop more than 
the  single grid iterative m ethod (3.33) — an in terpolation subroutine and a loop 
th a t  goes through all grid levels. Such simplicity provides great potential for its 
applicability in complex systems and in com bination w ith parallel an d /o r domain 
decomposition m ethods.
3.5.2 Efficiency A n alysis
W hile classic multilevel m ethods are mainly utilizing different smoothing effects 
[63] of the single grid solvers (or called relaxation schemes) a t different grid levels 
to achieve com putation reduction, our m ethod relies on the initial error reduction 
via interpolation from coarser grids to reduce the ite ra tion  numbers on finer grids. 
To analyze the com putation complexity of this m ultilevel acceleration algorithm  
m ore closely, we denote the  true solution of the original differential equation (3.35) 
by u, denote the exact numerical solution of the discrete equation (3.34) on a 
grid with mesh size h  by u/,, denote the approxim ate numerical solution of the 
discrete equation at the sam e grid level by Uh, and denote the initial guess solution 
interpolated from the im m ediate coarser grid to the current grid by Uh.
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Suppose th a t the discretized equation (3.34) has an accuracy of order 0 ( h p), 
which means th a t there exists a constant C3 > 0 such th a t
— “ || <  C3hp.
The iteration stopping error tolerance es(h) is chosen to be of the same order as 
that of the discretization. Thus, we have th a t
\\Uh — u/i|| <  C4hp
for some constant C 4 >  0. Therefore,
IIUh -  a || <  ||Uh -  u h\\ +  ||uh -  a || <  (C3 +  C4)hp.
This inequality holds for every grid level. Hence for the im m ediate coarser grid, 
we have tha t
\\U2h -  a || <  (C3 +  C4)(2h)p =  2P(C3 + C4)hp.
The solution a t the immediate coarser grid is interpolated to the current grid as 
the initial guess solution in such a way th a t it maintains p-th  order accuracy, i.e. 
this initial guess Uh satisfies
IIUh -  U2h\\ < C5hp
for some constant C$ > 0. By definition, the error of the initial guess is 11̂ 4 — a^H, 
so
ea(h) = \\Uh - “ A|| 
<  \ \ U h - U 2h\\ +  \\U2h - u \ \  + \ \u-Uh\ \  
< C5hp + 2p(C3 + C4)hp + C3hp 
=  [(2p+1)C3 +  2 pC4 +  C5]hp.
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Then the ratio of the initial error to the iteration stopp ing  error tolerance satisfies
^  (2'+ l ) C 3 + 2 ^ 4 + 0 *  c0(/i) . es(h) <  . (3.39)
U4
Then by (3.36), the num ber of iterations needed a t grid level w ith mesh sizes h  is
}  ( 2 P + 1 ) C 3 + 2 P C 4 + C 5  r
Iterations < -------------—̂ ---------  =  - 777. (3.40)
r(n)  r(h )
where the positive constant Cq =  log (2P+l)c'3̂ r- c*+c'5. Since the com putation cost of 
each iteration  in (3.33) is 0(h) on a grid of mesh size h, the com putation cost of the 
multilevel iterative m ethod a t grid level w ith  mesh size h is the num ber of iterations 
tim es the com putation cost per iteration, which is T he interpolation cost
is proportional to the num ber of grid points, and thus can be assumed to be C-h~2 
for a  2-D problem or Cjh~z for a 3-D problem. T hen  the to ta l com putation cost 
for a  k  dimensional problem  on a  grid of mesh size h  is C - h "* 4- C q^ j^ .  Since for a 
/c-dimensional problem, the per-iteration com putation  cost 0 (h) is a t least 0 ( h ~ k) 
and the convergence rate is a t most 0 (1 ), w'hich implies th a t C 7/1-* <  C$ ■
Thus the com putation cost of this multilevel algorithm  a t a grid level of mesh size 
h  is bounded by
(3.41)
for some constant Cg > 0.
The above estim ates of the iteration num ber and com putation  cost on a grid of 
mesh h are valid for all levels except the coarsest grid  level, since on the coarsest 
level, the initial guess is not obtained from interpolation. Thus the ratio of initial 
error to error tolerance may not necessarily satisfy (3.39), and hence the iterative 
solver (3.33) could possibly takes more iterations th a n  (3.40) on the coarsest grid.
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However, since the num ber of levels is chosen in such a  way th a t  the coarsest grid 
has very few grid points as described in the second paragraph of this section, the 
com putation  cost on the coarsest grid is of 0 (1) and  thus negligible.
Add up the com putation costs a t all grid levels, we obtain
C,  [ $ }  + + ?$} + -•■]< &  [MQ +  M2h) + Mih)  + • - •] (3.42)
for the to ta l com putation cost. For a  Ar-dimensional problem, the cost function 
4>(h) for each iteration increases a t least in the order of 0 { h ~ k) as h decreases, 
which m eans th a t
<f>(2h) < 2 - kcj>{h),
which, together w ith (3.42), implies th a t the to ta l com putation cost of the multi­
level iterative algorithm  is bounded by
+  2~k(j){h) + A~k(b{h) H ] <  (3-43)
an  im provem ent of 0 ( — log/i) when compared w ith the single grid iterative solver
(3.38).
For the Picard process (3.14) w ith  the FFT-based Helm holtz solver for each Pi­
card  itera tion , the per-iteration cost is <f>{h) =  0 ( —h~2 logh)  and  the convergence 
ra te  r(h)  is bounded by a constant independent of mesh size h . Thus when acceler­
a ted  by the multilevel process, the multilevel P icard -F F T  solver has a com putation 
com plexity of 0 ( —h~2 logh)  according to (3.43). For the ADI solver (3.29), the 
p er-itera tion  cost is 4>{h) = 0 ( h ~ 2) and the convergence ra te  is r ( h ) =  0 (— log/i). 
T hus the  multilevel ADI method has a complexity of 0 { —h ~2 log/i) by (3.43).
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3.5.3 Numerical Experiments
To test the multilevel acceleration algorithm, we apply the algorithm  to the high 
order FFT-based P icard m ethod (3.14) and the high order ADI m ethod (3.29), 
obtaining two multilevel m ethods denoted by M PiFFT  and MADI respectively. 
We have used the M PiFFT  algorithm to solve the same problems the single grid 
P iF F T  solved in Section 3.3.4, and they are
( i ) —A u +  (cos(x+y)  +  x 2y  -f- l)u  =  r  with u ( x , y) =  sin(2x -f- 3y);
(i i) -A m  +  ex~yu = r  w ith u  =  (x-t-y)3-°[cos(x) — 1]; and
(iii) —A u  +  (cos(x — y) -+- ex+y)u  =  r with u{x,  y) =  cos(:r +  y) -F x 2y.
We also have used the MADI to solve the same problems the single grid high order 
ADI m ethod have solved in Section 3.4.2 and they are
(iv) —A u  +  (x2+  sin(y) + y) u  =  r  on [0, 3] x [0, 3] with u(x,  y) =  cos(2ar-(-3y);
( v ) —A u + (e3x+e3y)u = r  on [0,3]x[0,3] with u( x , y )  =  (x+y)3'°(cos(x)—l): and
(vi) —A u +  (a;3+ 2:cos(a:)+ey)u =  r o n  [0,3] x [0,3] w ith u(x,  y) =  s in (x + y ).
Experim ental tests have been conducted on a SUN U ltraSparc 10 workstation, 
and the measured num ber of iterations, execution tim e, and numerical errors of 
the multilevel m ethods are listed in Tables 3.7-3.12 together with the numerical 
results obtained from the  corresponding single grid solvers.
In the tests, the coarsest grid of the multilevel m ethods is chosen to be of size 
8 x 8, and the iteration stopping criterion for the two multilevel m ethods is chosen 
to be the difference between the approximate solution a t two consecutive iterations,
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Table 3.7: —Au +  (cos(x+ y)+ x2y + l ) u  =  r  on [0.3] x [0.3] with u =  sin(2x+3y)
M ethod N 16 32 64 128 256 512












































Table 3.8: —A u  4- ex~-yu  _  r  Qn [0, 3] x [0,3] w ith u = ( x + y ) 3-°(cos(x ) - l )
M ethod N 16 32 64 128 256 512












































which is set to O .lh4 on a  gricl of mesh size h. The testing is conducted on the 
square domain [0, 3] x [0,3] w ith the same uniform  mesh size h on each dim ension. 
N  = 3 / h is the num ber of grid points on each x- and y-dimension.
Tables 3.7 to 3.9 contain the experim ental results of the multilevel P icard -F F T  
solver (M PiFFT) as com pared w ith the single grid P icard-FFT  solver (P iF F T l) . 
For the M PiFFT  solver, the Iteration  row lists the Picard iterations on th e  finest 
grid level when the  indicated grid is the finest grid. Tables 3.10 to 3.12 present the
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Table 3.9: —A u  +  (cos(x—y) +  ex+y)M =  r  on [0,3] x  [0,3] with u  =  cos(x-Fy) +  x~y
Method N 16 32 64 128 256 512
Iterations 77 128 181 232 282 330
P iF F T l Time(sec.) 0.08 0.52 2.98 15.4 81.7 439.1
Error 1.3e-03 1.0e-04 6.7e-06 4.5e-07 2.8e-08 1.8e-09
Iterations 26 35 40 42 44 45
M PiFFT Time(sec.) 0.03 0.16 0.82 3.47 16.0 72.1
Error 1.3e-03 9.7e-05 6.7e-06 4.5e-07 2.9e-08 1.8e-09
Table 3.10: —A u +  (x2-fsin(y) +y)u  =  r on [0,3] x [0, 3] w ith u =  cos(2x4-3y)
M ethod N 16 32 64 128 256 512
Iterations 9 15 19 25 33 43
HADI Time(sec.) 0.00 0.03 0.16 0.89 5.32 33.8
Error 2.6e-04 1.8e-05 1.3e-06 6.5e-08 3.9e-09 2.6e-10
Iterations 5 6 7 8 9 9
MADI Time(sec.) 0.01 0.02 0.08 0.37 1.92 9.52
Error 3.2e-04 2.0e-05 1.2e-06 7.4e-08 4.5e-09 3.5e-10
experim ental results of the multilevel ADI (MADI) m ethod for the three testing 
problems as com pared with the single grid high order ADI solver (HADI). For the 
MADI m ethod, the row Iteration  lists the num ber of ADI iterations on the indi­
cated  grid when it is the finest grid level. The row s ta r tin g  w ith Tim e  give the CPU 
tim e taken to  solve the problems, and the Error rows show the maximal difference 
between the com puted numerical solution and the tru e  solution on the grid of the 
indicated size. The testing results show th a t the itera tion  numbers of the multilevel
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Table 3.11 —A u  + (e3x+e3y)u = r  on [0,3] x  [0,3] with u = ( x + y ) 3'5 cos(x) — 1]













































Table 3.12: —A u + (x3-Fxcos(x)-Fey)u == r  on [0 ,3] x  [0,3] with u  = sin(x +  ?/)













































m ethods increase much more slowly th an  those of the single grid m ethods, and the 
execution tim e the multilevel solvers have taken to solve the problem s to an ade­
quate accuracy are also much shorter, thus experimentally verifying the multilevel 
algorithm  as an efficient acceleration process th a t m aintains the accuracy of single 
grid solvers.
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4 Experimental Results
In this chapter, we present some numerical results obtained by applying to parabolic 
problems the stabilized explicit-im plicit dom ain decomposition algorithm s pro­
posed in Chapter 2. Four different types of problems have been chosen to test 
the proposed domain decomposition algorithm s. They are a problem w ith a sym­
m etric and negative definite spatial operator, a problem with a sym m etric and 
indefinite spatial operator, several problems with nonsymm etric spatial operators, 
and an unstable problem with a non-sym m etric and indefinite spatial operator. In 
the experiments, stability  and scalability of the SEITM  algorithms are carefully 
examined, together with the accuracy of a spatial high order discretization.
4.1 Stability Testing
4.1.1 T he Heat Equation
In this section, we apply the SEITM  algorithm s to the two dimensional heat equa­
tion
'  ^ t f F 1 = ( £ + & ) « .  «>o
< u ( t , x , y ) — u b( t , x , y ) ,  x E d Q . t > Q ,  (4-1)
u( 0 , x , y )  = u ° ( x , y ) ,  i g f i
on the rectangular domain Q =  [0 ,3 ] x [ 0 ,1]. The heat equation has a “good”
spatial operator — the Laplacian which is symm etric, and negative definite (and
hence dissipative). In the numerical experiment, we partition  the dom ain into m+1 
intervals of length h in the x-dimension, and partition  the y-dimension into n + 1 
intervals of the same mesh size h  as in x-dimension. On this regularly structured
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grid of size m x n ,  we use the second order central finite difference
f i — 1  ~ 2 / i - ( - / i  4 - 1    fH
/ i2 h  ’ ( 4 .2 )
for the discretization of the Laplace operator, resulting in the following discrete 
Laplace operator of size (mn) x (m n )
A „ =  h - 2
( D n 2 In 0 • 0 0 0 \
- I n D n 2 In • 0 0 0
0 0 0 • 2 In D n 2 /„
(4.3)
VO 0 0 • 0 2I„
where I n is the identity m atrix  in the n-dim ensional space R n, and D n is a n x n  
m atrix  given by
D n =
( -  4 1 0
1 - 4  1
0 0 0
0 0 0 \  
0 0 0
1 - 4  1
V o  0 0 - 0 1  - 4 /
Then the spatially discretized heat equation has the form Uh =  A hUh 4- bh{t), 
where bh(t) is resulted from the boundary  conditions.
VVe have solved the spatially  discretized heat equation using the SEITM  1 and 
SEITM 2 algorithm s presented in C hap ter 2, with the dom ain divided into three 
equal size squares as in Figure 4. T he tim e intervals chosen for sim ulation are the 
unit interval [0,1]. We choose a sp a tia l mesh size of h = 1/64, and have used 
several different time discretization sizes At. The experiments were carried out on 
an NCSA Origin 2000 machine w ith a m axim um  of 256 nodes, each of 250 MHz,
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Figure 4
running IRIX 6.5.9 operating  system  w ith 64-bit arithm etic  operation chosen. The 
measured errors of num erical solutions a t tim e t =  1 are listed in Table 4.1 for the 
indicated tem poral discretization sizes.
Table 4.1: u t =  A u  w ith u( t , x ,  y) =  e 2t cos (x+y)
At 1/50 1/100 1/200 1/400 1/800
SEITM 1 4.2e-03 8.9e-04 1.5e-04 5.3e-05 3.1e—05
SEITM2 3.8e-04 2.2e-04 1.2e-04 6.8e-05 3.6e-05
SEITM 3 4.8e—03 l.le -0 3 2.2e-04 3. (e-Ob 1.4e-05
BEuler 6.1e-04 3.0e-04 1.5e-04 7.6e-05 3.8e—05
EIT M 1 oo oo oo oo oc
EITM 2 3.9e+o4 2.4e+98 oc oo oc
EITM 3 oo oo oo oo oo
The table lists the maximal error of the solution a t t  =  1. 
The symbol oo denotes an error larger than l.Oe +  100.
The spatial domain is [0,3] x [0 ,1] with a mesh size h =  1/64.
Since the SEITM  algorithm s are stabilized EITM  algorithm s, for stab ility  com­
parison we also solved the heat equation problem  using the EITM  algorithm s — the 
SEITM  algorithm s w ithout the stabilization. On the o ther hand, since the back­
ward Euler (listed as BEuler in the tables) m ethod is the m ost stab le  m ethod due to 
the W idder’s theorem  [2], it can be considered as the benchm ark for stability. We
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solved the heat equation using the backward Euler m ethod on the non-partitioned 
entire dom ain by one processor, and the m easured errors of the solutions com puted 
by the BEuler m ethod are also listed in Table 4.1. I t is well known th a t for an 
unconditionally stable m ethod, the sim ulation error rem ains small even when the 
tim e step size At is large relative to the spatial mesh size [41, 42]. As indicated by 
the experim ental results in Table 4.1, the errors of the SEITM  algorithm s remain 
relatively small when the tim e step size At is large, and they are alm ost as small 
as those of the backward Euler m ethod, experim entally supporting the stability  
analysis given in C hapter 2.
4.1 .2  A n  U nstab le D iffusion P roblem
In this section, we test the SEITM  algorithm s on the problem
*
du[L,x,y) — A.U +  3u, XEfi ,  t > 0  
< u ( t , x . y )  =  0 , x £ d Q , t >  0 , (4 -4 )
u(0,x, y)  =  u°(x,y) ,  x € Q
on the rectangular domain Q =  [0, 2tt] x [0 ,tt]. On this spatial dom ain, the eigen-
-o . ^
values of the Laplace operator are — ̂  — k~ for j ,  k  =  1, 2 ,3 , - - Thus the spatial 
operator .4 =  — A +  3 has positive eigenvalues and the homogeneous problem (4.4) 
could have solutions of exponential growth, e.g. u ( t , x , y )  = eL sin(:r) sin(y) is a
solution for the initial condition u(Q, x , y) =  sin(:r) sin (y).  An evolutionary (or dy­
namical) system  is stable if and only if its solutions for all initial conditions and 
all bounded boundary conditions stay  unformly bounded as tim e progresses. This 
necessitates th a t all eigenvalues of the spatial operator m ust be non-positive for a 
stable system. Hence the testing problem  (4.4) is unstable.
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In  the numerical experim ent, we choose a  sp a tia l grid w ith  the x-dimension 
divided into m+-l =  256 subin tervals of equal length h  =  tt/128 an d  the y-dimeusion 
into n  + 1 =  128 in tervals of the same mesh size h  =  x /128.  O n th is regularly 
structured  grid of size m x n , we use the second o rder central finite difference (4.2) 
for the discretization of t-he Laplace operator, and  obtain  the  following spatially 
discretized problem
£ u h — (Aft +  3 )uh (To)
where Aft is the discrete Laplace operator given by (4.3).
We solved the sp a tia lly  discretized heat equation using the SEITM  algorithm s 




tim e intervals chosen for sim ulation  are the unit interval [0,1]. We used several 
different tim e discretization  sizes At.  The m easured errors of num erical solutions 
a t tim e t =  1 are listed in "Table 4.2 for the indicated tem poral d iscretization  sizes.
To examine the s tab iliza tion  effectiveness of SEITM  algorithm s, we also have 
solved the unstable p rob lem  using the EITM  algorithm s and listed  the solution 
errors in the Table 4.2. F o r  stability  comparison, we solved the  discrete problem  
(4.5) using the backward E u le r m ethod on the non-partitioned  entire  dom ain by 
one processor. Measured erro rs  of the solutions com puted by th e  B Euler m ethod
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Table 4.2: ut =  A u 4- 3u with u(t, x, y ) =  el sin(:r) sin(?/)
At 1/25 l/oO 1/100 1/200 1/400 1/800
SE IT M l 5.7e-02 2.8e-02 1.4e-02 7.1e-03 3.7e-03 2.0e-03
SEITM 2 5.7e-02 2.8e-02 1.4e-02 7.1e-03 3. i e- 03 2.0e-03
SEITM 3 3.0e-01 1.4e-01 7.0e-02 3.5e-02 1.7e-02 8.8e-03
BEuler 5.7e-02 2.8e-0 2 1.4e-02 7.1e-03 3. (e—03 2.0e-03
E IT M 1 3.5e+45 4.4e+94 oc oo oo oo
EITM 2 3.6e-Fl2 4.3e+33 4.3e+65 oo oo oo
EITM 3 2.6e+42 5.9e+88 oc oc oc oc
The spatial domain is [0, 2tt] x  [0, t t ]  with mesh size h  =  tt/128.
are also listed in Table 4.2. As indicated  by the experim ental results in Table 4.2, 
the errors of the SEITM  1 and SEITM 2 algorithm s rem ain relatively sm all when 
the tim e step size At  is large, an d  they are the same as the errors of the backward 
Euler m ethod. The errors of SEITM 3 algorithm  are about 3 to  5 times larger than 
those of the backward Euler, b u t is much smaller than  the EITM  algorithm s.
4.1 .3  C onvection-diffusion P rob lem s
In this section, we test the SEITM  algorithm s on the problem
— 3*’̂  =  A il +  9 .9 s in (x )J^ u  — 9.9cos(x)u, x  6^2, t > 0 ,
< u ( t , x , y )  =  0, x G d f l , t > 0 ,  (4-6)
u (0 , x , y )  = u ° ( x , y ) ,  x GQ
on the rectangular dom ain Q =  [0 ,2 tt] x [0 ,tt] . We partition  the  x-dimension of
the dom ain into m-f-1 =  256 intervals of length h =  tt/128 , and  p artition  the y- 
dimension into n +1 =  128 intervals of the same mesh size h =  tt/1 2 8 . On this grid 
of size m x n ,  we use the second order finite difference (4.2) for the discretization
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of the Laplace operator, and discretize by the central finite difference
fi+l f i—I-   ( i -7\
— i  <4- ' )
We solved the spatially  discretized equation by th e  SEITM algorithm s w ith the 
dom ain divided into two equal size squares as in Figure 5. The tim e interval 
chosen for sim ulation is the unit interval [0,1]- We used several different time 
discretization sizes At. The measured errors of numerical solutions a t time t =  1 
are listed in Table 4.3 for the indicated tem poral discretization sizes. We also have 
solved the problem  using the EITM algorithm s and the backward Euler m ethod 
(BEuler). The solution errors com puted by the EITM  and BEUler algorithm s are 
listed in the Table 4.3.
Table 4.3: u t =  A u  +  9.9 sin(x)uj; — 9.9 cos(x)u  w ith u =  e 21 sin(x) sin(y)
At 1/25 1/50 1/100 1/200 1/400 1/800
SEITM l l . l e -02 5.5e-03 2.8e-03 l.oe—03 8.0e-04 4.6e-04
SEITM2 l . l e -02 5.5e-03 2.8e-03 1.5e-03 8.0e-04 4.6e-04
SEITM 3 1.9e+00 3.7e-01 1.3e-01 5.4e-02 2.5e-02 1.2e-02
BEuler l . l e -02 o.5e—03 2.8e-03 1.5e-03 8.0e-04 4.6e-04
EITM1 8.0e+42 1.8e+88 oo oo oc oo
EITM2 4.0e+13 1.9e+34 2.0e+66 oo oo oc
EITM3 1.7e+42 4.4e+88 oo oc oo oc
The spatial domain is [0. 2tt] x  [ 0 , 7 t ]  with mesh size h  =  7r/128.
As indicated by the experimental results in Table 4.3, the errors of the SEITM l 
and  SEITM 2 algorithm s remain small even when the time step size At  is large, 
and  the errors are the same as those of the backward Euler method. The errors of 
the SEITM 3 algorithm  are about 30 to 100 tim es larger than  the backward Euler,
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but still much sm aller than  the errors com puted by the EITM  algorithm s. The 
proof of the unconditional stab ility  of the SEITM  algorithm s given in Chapter 2 
is built upon the self-adjointness (or symmetry) of the spatial operator. Though 
rigorously it is still open if the SEITM algorithm s remain unconditionally stable 
for problems with non-sym m etric operators, the numerical experim ent d a ta  show 
th a t the proposed SE IT M l and SEITM2 algorithm s are robust and retain the 
unconditional stability for non-selfadjoint problems.
To see how different degrees of nonsymm etry affects the numerical error or 
stability of the SEITM3 algorithm , we test the SEITM3 algorithm  on the problem
du(L,x,y) =  A u  + a s in ( x ) - ^ u  — acos(x)u,  rrG fi, t > 0,
< u( t , x , y )  =  0, x E d Q .  t > 0 .
u ( 0 , x , y )  =  u°(x ,y ) ,  x EQ.
with varying a . The testing results are listed in Table 4.4.
Table 4.4: u t =  A u  4- a  sin (x)ux — a  cos(x)u  with u =  e 21 sin(:r) sin (y)
a At 1/25 1/50 1/100 1/200 1/400 1/800
0.9 SEITM3 6.4e-03 3.2e-03 1.6e-03 8.2e-04 4.2e-04 2.2e-04
3.9 SEITM3 4.5e-02 2.1e-02 1.0e-02 5.2e-03 2.6e-03 1.3e-03
6.9 SEITM3 2.8e-01 1.0e-01 4.4e-02 2.1e-02 1.0e-02 5.0e—03
9.9 SEITM3 1.9e+00 3.7e-01 1.3e-0l 5.4e-02 2.5e-02 1.2e-02
0.9 BEuler l . l e -02 5.4e-03 2.7e-03 1.4e-03 6.9e-04 3.5e-04
3.9 BEuler l . l e -02 5.4e-03 2.7e-03 1.4e-03 t .2e—04 3.8e-04
6.9 BEuler l . l e -02 5.5e-03 2.8e-03 1.4e-03 7.6e-04 4.2e-04
9.9 BEuler l . l e -02 5.5e-03 2.8e-03 1.5e-03 8.0e-04 4.6e-04
The spatial domain is [0,2t t ]  x  [0, ~] with mesh size h = 7t/T28.
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We also solved the same problem  w ith  varying coefficients a  by the backward 
Euler m ethod. T he maximal errors com puted by the BEuler m ethod are listed in 
Table 4.4. The measured numerical errors indicate th a t when a- is small, SEITM 3 
algorithm  exhibits quite small errors. As a  increases, the numerical errors also 
increase.
4 .1 .4  A n  U n stab le  Convection-difFusion P rob lem
In this section, we test the SEITM  algorithm s on the problem
du^ ' y’i =  A u +  s in (x )^ (s in (x )u )  +  (3 —sin(22:))u, z E f l .  t >  0 
u ( t , x , y )  = 0 ,  x E d Q , t >  0, (4-8)
u ( 0 , x , y )  = u ° ( x , y ) ,  xEO.
on the rectangular domain Q =  [0, 2tt] x  [0,7r]. On L q(Q), the spatial operator
d
A u  = A u 4- sin(a:) — (sin(x)u) 4- (3 — sin(2x))u 
ox
is indefinite. This can be seen from the  analysis given below. We rew rite hhe 
spatial operator into .4 =  .4i 4- -42 4- -43, where
Ayu =  (A  4- 2)u,
A 2u =  s in (x )^ (s in (x )u ) ,
A su =  sin(2x) 4- 1.
-2 0
The eigenvalues of the Laplace operator are —^  — k  for j ,  k  =  1, 2 ,3 , - • •, so the 
eigenvalues of .4], are 2 — ^  — k 2 for j ,  k  =  1, 2 ,3 , • • *. Thus .4i is indefinite and 
has a  positive eigenvalue equal to 0.75. Obviously the m ultiplication operator 
A3 =  sin(2ar) 4- I is symmetric and positive semi-definite, which means th a t
(-43W,u) >  0 for all v EL%(Q).  (4.9)
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The operator X2 is b o th  positive semi-definite and negative semi-definite in the 
sense th a t
( A2v , v )  -(- ( v , A 2v) =  0 for all v EL'q{Q). (4.10)
The above equality holds because for u , v € L l ( f l ) .
(A2u , v) =  f n s in ( x ) - ^ { sm( x ) u{ x , y ) ) v ( x :y)dxdy
=  So [v (x ’ V) sin(x)2n(x, y ) \ ^ \  dy -  f a sin(x)n(;r, y ) ?-sl-n̂ -{-x'y'>dxdy  
=  0 -  f n sin(x) J^(sin(x)u(x , y) )u(x,  y)dxdy  
=  — (u , A 2v ) .
Now we take v( x , y )  — sin(0.5x) sin(y), an eigenvector of A i  w ith respect to the 
eigenvalue 0.75, and have th a t
(Av,  v) + (v, Av)  =  2 (A\.v, v) +  ((X2u, u) +  (u, A 2v))  +  2 (X3u, v)
=  1.5||?;[|2 +  {{A2v , v ) + {v , A 2v )) + 2 ( . 4 3x,u)  (4-11)
>  1-5M I2,
where the last inequalit}' is due to (4.9) and (4.10). Thus A  is indefinite by (4.11). 
Since the spatial operator is indefinite, the homogeneous problem  (4.8) could have 
solutions of exponential growth, e.g. u ( t , x , y ) =  e£ sin(x) sin(y) is a solution for 
the initial condition u(Q,x,  y) =  sin(x) sin(y). Hence the testing  problem (4.8) is 
unstable.
To solve the problem  numerically, we partition  the x-dim ension of the domain 
into m + 1  =  256 intervals of length h — 7r/128, and  p artitio n  the y-dimension into 
n + 1  == 128 intervals o f the same mesh size h =  tt/128 . On this grid of size m x n , 
we use the second order finite difference (4.2) for the d iscretization of the Laplace 
operator, and discretize by the central finite difference (4.7). We have solved
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the spatially  discretized equation using the SEITM  algorithms w ith the domain 
divided into two equal size squares as in Figure 5. The tim e interval chosen for 
sim ulation is the unit interval [0 ,1]. We used several different tim e discretization 
sizes A t .  The m easured errors of numerical solutions at tim e t  =  1 are listed in 
Table 4.5 for the indicated tem poral discretization sizes. We also have solved the 
problem using the EITM  algorithm s and the backward Euler m ethod (BEuler). 
The solution errors com puted by the EITM  and BEUler algorithm s are also listed 
in the Table 4.5.
Table 4.5: ut =  A u +  sin(:r)2ux +  [3 — sin(:r) cos(x)]u with u =  e£ s in (r) sin(*/)
A t 1/25 1/50 1/100 1/200 1/400 1/800
SEITM l 5.7e-02 2.8e-02 1.4e-02 7.1e-03 3. (e -03 2.0e-03
SEITM2 5.7e-02 2.8e-02 1.4e-02 7.2e-03 3. (q—03 2.0e-03
SEITM3 3.9e-01 1.9e-01 9.1e-02 4.5e-02 2.3e-02 l . l e -02
BEuler 5.7e-02 2.8e-02 1.4e-02 7.2e-03 3 .(e—03 2.0e-03
EIT M 1 4.4e+45 5.6e-h94 oc oo oo oo
EITM2 8.6e+21 2.2e+42 1.6e+74 oo oc oo
EITM3 2.6e+42 6.1e+88 oo oo oo oo
The spatial domain is [0, 2jt] x [0,7r] with mesh size h  =  7r/128.
As indicated by the experim ental results in Table 4.5, the errors of the SEITM l 
and SEITM 2 algorithm s remain small even when the time step size A t  is large, and 
the errors are almost the same as those of the backward Euler m ethod. The errors of 
the SEITM 3 algorithm  are about 5 tim es larger than  the backward Euler, bu t still 
much sm aller than  the errors com puted by the EITM  algorithms. T he numerical 
experim ent d a ta  show th a t the SEITM l and SEITM 2 algorithm s are robust and 
retain  the unconditional convergence for unstable, non-selfadjoint problems.
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4.2 S ca lab ility  T esting
To examine the scalability of the proposed dom ain decom position algorithm s, we 
apply the SE IT M l and SEITM3 algorithms to th e  convectnon-diffusion equation
du(t^x,y) =  / \ u  +  s m ( x ) u x — COs ( x) u,  i G f l ,  f > 0  
< u ( t , x , y ) =  0 . x E d Q . t >  0 .
■u(0: x , y )  = u ° ( x , y ) ,  x E O
on spatial domains [O.pTr] x [0 ,7r], where p is the num ber o f  subdom ains the entire 
domain is to be partitioned into. The domain partition ing  5s along the x-direction 
as shown in Figure 6 . w ith each subdomain being a  sqmare and assigned to a 
processor. Uniform grid is applied to the dom ain w ith me.-sh size 5% in both the
Q x f i 2 Op_i Qp
Figure 6
x- and v-directions. On this grid we use the second order Smite difference (4.2) for 
the discretization of the Laplace operator, and discretize by the central finite 
difference (4.7). The sim ulation time interval is [0,1], a n d  the tim e step size is 
At  =  5 .0e—03.
We solved the problem  by the SEITM l and SEITM 3 algorithm s on a dedicated 
queue of an NCSA Origin 2000 machine with a m ax im um  of 256 nodes each of 
250 MHz, running IRIX  6.5.9 operating system. 64-bit a rith m etic  operation was 
chosen. In the experim ents, we measured the com putation, time (T.com p), the
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com m unication time (T_comm), th e  to tal execution tim e (T_total). and the maxi­
mal errors of the numerical solutions a t tim e t  =  1. These m easured d a ta  are lised 
in Table 4.6 and Table 4.7 together w ith parallel speedup and  efficiency calculated 
using the to ta l execution tim e T -to ta l. In the tables, the un it o f T .com p, T.com m  
and  T_total is second.
Table 4.6: Solving u t =  A u  +  sin(ar)ux — cos(:r)u by S E IT M l
Processors T .to ta l T_comp T.com m Speedup Efficiency M ax-Err
1 2.08e+01 2.08e+01 0.0e-02 1 100% 1.4e-03
2 2.12e+01 2.10e+01 l . l e -01 1.96 98.1% 1.4e-03
3 2.12e+01 2.10e+01 1.9e-01 2.94 98.1% 1.4e-03
4 2.12e+01 2.10e+01 l.oe-01 3.92 98.1% 1.4e-03
5 2.12e+01 2.10e+01 1.7e-01 4.91 98.1% 1.4e-03
6 2.13e+01 2.10e+01 2.5e-01 5.86 97.7% 1.4e-03
7 2.13e+01 2.11e+01 2.9e-01 6.84 97.7% 1.4e-03
8 2.13e+01 2.11e+01 2.2e-01 7.81 97.7% 1.4e-03
10 2.14e+01 2.11e+01 3.1e-01 9.72 97.2% 1.4e-03
12 2.14e+01 2.10e+01 4.1e-01 11.7 97.2% 1.4e-03
14 2.14e+01 2.10e+01 3.7e-01 13.6 97.2% 1.4e-03
16 2.14e+01 2.10e+01 3.8e-01 15.6 97.2% 1.4e-03
20 2.15e+01 2.10e+01 4.8e-01 19.3 96.7% 1.4e-03
24 2.15e+01 2.11e+01 4.3e-01 23.2 96.7% 1.4e-03
28 2.16e+01 2.11e+01 5.0e-01 27.0 96.3% 1.4e-03
32 2.16e+01 2.10e+01 5.6e-01 30.8 96.3% 1.4e-03
Speedup and efficiency are computed using T.total.
The spatial domain is [0,p7r] x[0,7r] witn h  =  n / 256, where p  is the number of processors. 
The testing time interval is [0,1] with A t =5.0e-03.
T he experim ental d a ta  show th a t  the com putation tim e alm ost remains the 
sam e as the problem size increases w ith  the machine ensemble size such th a t the
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Table 4.7: Solving ut = Axi + sinCrr)^ — cos(:r)u by SEITM3
Processors T_total T_comp T.com m Speedup Efficiency M ax-Err
1 9.89e+00 9.89e+00 0.0e-02 1 100% 8.4e-04
2 1.04e+01 1.02e+01 1.9e-01 1.90 95.1% 8.4e-04
3 1.04e+01 1.02e+01 2.3e-01 2.85 95.1% 8.4e-04
4 1.05e+01 1.02e+01 2.9e-01 3.77 94.2% S.4e-04
5 1.05e+01 1.02e+01 3.4e-01 4.71 94.2% S.4e-04
6 1.06e+01 1.02e+01 3.5e-01 5.60 93.3% 8.4e-04
7 1.05e+01 1.02e+01 3.1e-01 6.59 94.2% 8.4e-04
8 1.05e+01 1.02e+01 2.8e-01 7.54 94.2% 8.4e-04
10 1.05e+01 1.02e+01 2.7e-01 9.92 94.2% 8.4e-04
12 1.05e+01 1.02e+01 3.0e-01 11.3 94.2% 8.4e-04
14 1.07e+01 1.01e+01 5.5e-01 12.9 92.4% 8.4e-04
16 1.06e-i-01 1.02e+01 4.1e-01 14.9 93.3% 8.4e-04
20 1.05e+01 1.01e+01 4.1e-01 18.8 94.2% 8.4e-04
24 1.05e-h01 1.01e+01 4.0e-01 22.6 94.2% 8.4e-04
28 1.06e+01 1.02e+01 3.5e-01 26.1 93.3% 8.4e-04
32 1.07e+01 1.01e+01 5.5e-01 29.6 92.4% 8.4e-04
Speedup and efficiency are computed using T-total.
The spatial domain is [0,p7r] x [0,7r] witn h  =  ~/256, where p  is the number of processors. 
The testing time interval is [0,1] withAf =  5.0e—03.
memory usage on each processor rem ains the same. T hat is the problem size 
is scaled up following the memory-bounded constraint [58]. This phenomenon is 
well under expectation since the stabilization process has a very low com putation 
overhead. The com m unication time increases slowly as the num ber of processors 
increases. As the  num ber of processors increases from one to th irty  two, the ef­
ficiency has decreased less than 4 percentage points for the SE IT M l algorithm , 
and decreased less th an  8 percentage points for the SEITM l algorithm . This rate
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of performance decrease is very slow, m atching well w ith the analysis given in 
Section 2.1.
The difference in the decreased percentage between the SEITM l and SEITM2 
algorithm is due to  the difference of com putation costs of the two algorithms. 
The com putation tim e used by the SEITM3 algorithm  is less than half of th a t 
used by the SE IT M l algorithm  while the com m unication time consumed by the 
two algorithm s are alm ost the same. This difference in com putation time is well 
under expectation since, as analyzed in Chapter 2, the SEITM 3 has a linear order 
com putation cost while SEITM l algorithm using an F F T  based subdomain solver 
has an <3(N log N)  com putation cost on a grid with N  grid points.
4.3 High Order Spatial Discretization
In this section, we apply the SEITM l algorithm  with a fourth order discretiza­
tion scheme for the spatial operator of the following homogeneous problem of the 
diffusion problem
r
du-^f'y-- =  Au +  3u, x Ef l ,  £ > 0
< u ( t , x , y )  = 0 ,  x € d Q , t >  0, (4-12)
“ (0 , x , y )  = u°(x,y) ,  x e f l
\
on the rectangular dom ain [0, 2tt]x[0, tt]. In the numerical experiment, we partition 
the domain into 2n  intervals of length h in the x-dimension, and partition the y- 
dimension into n  intervals of the same mesh size h as in x-dimension, resulting in 
a grid of size (2n—1) x ( n —1). In the SEITM l algorithm , we partition the domain 
into two square subdom ains of equal size, and the interface boundary of the grid 
consists of grid points {(£,i) : i = n  and j  =  1,2, - • - , n  —1}. We discretize the
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Laplace operator by
( I + § D xx+ ^ D yy) A UiJ =  [Dxx( I + ^ D 1jy) +  ( I + ^ D ^ D y y l u ^ ,  (4-13)
which is the formula (3.13) with and replaced by D xx and D yy. where 
D xxuii:j =  and DyyU. . _ W ith  form ula (4 .13);
both  the subdom ain scheme and the stab ilization  of the SE IT M l algorithm  require 
solving an  equation of the form
/^2 / j ”
[I -  A t ( I  + — D xx) - lD xx -  A £ (/ -F —  Dyy) - lDyy]u = r.
Since the stabilization in the S E IT M l algorithm  is applied on the interface bound­
aries, the equation to be solved on th e  interface boundaries are tridiagonal systems 
and can be easily solved. The equation on the subdom ains can be solved by the 
FF T -based  direct solver described in  C hap ter 3. W ith  these fourth order spatial 
discretization schemes for the Laplace operator, we solve the diffusion equation 
(4.12) from tim e t  =  0 to t  =  1 with several different spatial d iscretization sizes h  
and different tim e discretization sizes A t .  The measured errors of num erical solu­
tions a t time t  =  1 are listed in Table 4.8 for the indicated spatia l mesh sizes and 
tem poral discretization sizes.
Table 4.8: u t = A u  4- 3u  on o to X o 7r] w ith u  = e4 sin(rr) sin (V )
( t t / / i ,  l / A t ) (8 , 500) (8, 1000) (8, 2000) (16,2000) (16,4000) (16,8000)
O rder 2 7.3e-02 7.2e-02 7.1e-02 1.8e-02 1.8e-02 1.8e-02
O rder 4 2.4e-03 1.0e-03 3.2e-04 6.6e-04 3.2e-04 1.5e-04
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In the testings, the time step sizes were chosen to  be quite small as compared 
to  the spatial mesh sizes. Since the error of a  num erical solution of time dependent 
partia l differential equations comes from both  the tem poral and spatial discretiza­
tion, to examine the accuracy of the spatial discretization we must choose spatial 
mesh sizes large enough so th a t spatial discretization errors dom inate the tem poral 
error. The experim ental results show th a t the fou rth  order m ethod has a much 
higher accuracy than  the second order m ethod, and  when the spatial mesh size is 
halved, the error of the fourth order m ethod decreases m arkedly while the error of 
the second order m ethod alm ost remains the same.
4.4 Concluding Remarks
The experim ents carried out have been supporting the  assertion proven in C hapter 2 
th a t SEITM  algorithm s are unconditionally stable for evolutionary problems with 
sym m etric operators, and also showing the robustness of the SEITM l and SEITM2 
algorithm s in m aintaining good stability results for unsym m etric problems. While 
achieving excellent stability  results, the SEITM  algorithm s also have low communi­
cation cost and high parallel speedup and efficiency, proving themselves ideal solvers 
for large scale parallel sim ulation problems on d istribu ted  memory machines.
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5 Summary and Future Work
We have developed the stabilized explicit-im plicit time marching (SEITM ) do­
main decom position methods by adding a stabilization step to the explicit-im plicit 
time m arching (EITM ) methods. The EITM  m ethods are globally non-iterative, 
non-overlapping dom ain decomposition m ethods, which are com putationally  and 
com municationally efficient for each tim e step calculation when com pared with 
Schwartz type dom ain decomposition elliptic solvers incorporated into im plicit tem ­
poral discretizations, and preserve the accuracy of tem poral and spatia l discretiza­
tions when com pared with non-EITM based globally non-iterative, non-overlapping 
domain decom position methods. However the EITM  methods suffer from either 
stability or consistency related time step size restrictions, while Schwartz m eth­
ods could m aintain  the good stability condition of implicit temporal discretization 
schemes. T he proposed SEITM m ethods preserve the advantages of EITM  m eth­
ods in time-stepwise efficiency and discretization accuracy preserving but are free 
from stab ility  or consistency related tim e step size restrictions. Thus the SEITM 
methods have the advantages of both  the EITM  m ethods and the Schwartz type 
elliptic solver based methods for parabolic problems. But what’s more im portant 
for parallel com puting, especially for large scale parallel simulation problems run 
on discributed memory' architecture machines, is th a t the SEITM m ethods achieve 
stability by adding zero communication cost and negligible com putation cost to 
the EITM m ethods, yielding excellent parallel speedup and scalability confirmed 
by testings on SGI Origin 2000 super-com puters. Thus, the SEITM m ethods have 
great potential for large scale simulation problems on distributed m em ory machines.
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Among the three methods (SE IT M l, SEITM 2 and SEITM3) proposed, the 
SEITM l and SEITM2 m ethods have the same com putation and communication 
cost, while the SEITM3 m ethod has same com m unication cost as the other two but 
lower com putation cost — an O ( N )  time-stepwise com putation cost on a grid of size 
N  for all problems including the com putationally challenging convection-diffusion 
problems. However numerical experim ents show th a t the SEITM3 m ethod becomes 
less stable for some convection-diffusion problems w ith "larger” convection terms. 
Since the four convection-diffusion problems chosen for testing  in Section 4.1.3 also 
have sink-source terms which assume positive values a t some points, it is unknown 
if these positive values of the sink-source term s have m ade these testing problems 
unstable. Thus it is not fully understood even from an experimental point of 
view if the measured weaker stab ility  results of the SEITM 3 methods are due to 
the non-sym m etry of the spatial operators of the testing problems only or due 
to the com bination of the nonsym m etry or (possible) unstability of the testing 
problems. Rigorously, the stability  is still not understood for all the three SEITM 
methods, so one m athem atical issue th a t the newly proposed SEITM methods open 
up is how operator splitting (especially dom ain decom position based splitting) of 
nonsymmetric operators will affect the stability  of the numerical method.
This m athem atical issue has another im portant im plication in the applicability 
of SEITM  m ethods to hyperbolic problems. Hyperbolic problems like the wave 
equations are dissipative but nonsymm etric. In C hapter 2, the parallel speedup 
analysis does not require any property of parabolic systems. Thus when applied 
to hyperbolic systems, the high com putation and com m unication efficiency of the 
SEITM  m ethods should not change too much. In the proofs of stability and conver-
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gence of SEITM  methods, we have used are the quasi-dissipativity an d  sym m etry of 
the spatia l operators of the parabolic system s, The wave equations are dissipative 
(even b e tte r  th an  quasi-dissipative) b u t nonsymmetric. N um erical testings of the 
S E IT M l and  SEITM2 m ethods on nonsym m etric parabolic problem s have shown 
excellent stability . It is therefore reasonable to expect good s tab ility  results when 
S E IT M l and  SEITM2 m ethods are applied to  hyperbolic problem s. Hence to un­
derstand  the stab ility  condition of th e  SEITM  m ethods for nonsym m etric problems 
has significance for both convection-diffusion problems and hyperbolic problems.
A nother im portan t issue in understanding  the SEITM  m ethods is to find the 
sm allest size the  subdomains can be chosen without affecting the stab ility  of the 
m ethods. If there is no restriction on the size of the subdom ain, then  linear order 
(hence optim al) com putation com plexity can be achieved for each tim e step calcu­
lation. The reason for this linear order complexity is th a t the  com putation  costs 
of the SEITM  methods, as analyzed in C hapter 2, depend linearly on the num­
ber of subdom ains but possibly super-linearly (except SEITM 3) on the num ber of 
grid points. T hus by partitioning the  entire domain into subdom ains of size 0 (1 ), 
linear order com putation cost can also be achieved for the S E IT M l and  SEITM2 
m ethods. Since SEITM l and SEITM 2 m ethods exhibit b e tte r  s tab ility  results than 
SEITM 3 in num erical experiments, it is im portant to investigate the restrictions, 
if any, on the size of subdomains.
The two aforementioned issues, as well as more flexible dom ain partitioning  
strategies m entioned in C hapter 2 for allowing the crossing of interface boundaries, 
are a few exam ple research issues the SEITM  m ethods have opened up. There 
are m any o th er interesting directions created by the newly proposed SEITM  m eth-
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ods th a t fu rther investigation can proceed. For exam ple, many systems studied  in 
sciences and engineering are governed by tim e dependent PDEs which are com pu­
tationally expensive to  simulate, and hence the po ten tia l contribution of SEITM  
methods to o ther disciplines is obvious. We conclude this dissertation by the fol­
lowing physiology' problem  the SEITM m ethods can help to provide insight into.
The electric po ten tia l of a passive neuron is governed by an inhomogeneous 
diffusion equation with, a  sink-source term  [33, 51, 53]. The governing equation is 
simple. However, the enormous complexity of neuron dendritic geometry presents 
an obstacle to the solution and hence q uan tita tive  understanding of the electric 
characteristics of a  neuron. One approach to  understand  the electric property  
on the dendritic tree is the equivalent cable equation  m ethod introduced byr Rail
[53], with which a  branching tree is replaced by m any unbranching cables in a 
certain wayr to  re ta in  the dendritic tree’s essential electric characteristics. A recent 
technique for generating the equivalent cable equation  is the Lanczos procedure
[39] based m ethod th a t  tridiagonalizes the system  of spatially discretized cable 
equations coupled a t the  branching nodes [48, 62], ob tain ing  an equation equivalent 
to a one-dimensional spatially  discretized linear parabolic equation in a sense of, 
among all senses, trid iagonal m atrix structure for the  discrete spatial operator. One 
obvious disadvantage o f the Lanczos procedure, also as pointed by W hitehead and 
Rosenberg [62], is the possibility of break-down of the  iterative process. However, 
the SEITM m ethods proposed in this d isserta tion  particularly  fit this problem  
for handling the enorm ous complexity of the dendritic  spatia l geometry. The non- 
overlapping dom ain decomposition based operato r sp littin g  of the SEITM  m ethods 
can easily decompose the dendritic trees into a  bunch of non-branching cables with
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each cable as a subdom ain. This dom ain decomposition process not only frees from 
any possible breakdown (a drawback of the Lanczos procedure not the equation), 
a  more efficient num erical solution is also expected since the SEITM  m ethods are 
globally non-iterative while Lanczos procedure is.
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